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Abstract
Since the scaling of physical dimensions has been faster than the optical wavelengths
or equipment tolerances in the manufacturing line, process variability has significantly
increased. This, in turn, has led to unreliable design, unpredictable manufacturing, and
low yields. The results of these physical variations are circuit metric variations such as
performance and power, known as the parametric yield.
Source of variations are either systematic (for example, metal dishing and lithographic
proximity effects) or random (for example, material variations and dopant fluctuations).
The former can be modeled and predicted, whereas the random variations are inherently
unpredictable. There are several pattern-dependent process effects which are systematic
in nature. These can be detected and compensated for during the physical design to aid
manufacturability, and hence improve yield. This thesis focuses on ways to mitigate the
impact of systematic variations on design and manufacturing by establishing a bidirectional
link between the two. The motivation for doing so is to reduce design guardband and cost,
and improve manufacturability and yield.
The primary objectives in this research are to develop computer-aided design (CAD)
tools for Design for Manufacturability (DFM) solutions that enable designers to conduct
more rapid and more accurate systematic variation analysis, with different design enhance-
ment techniques. Four main CAD tools are developed throughout my thesis. The first
CAD tool facilitates a quantitative study of the impact of systematic variations for dif-
ferent circuits’ electrical and geometrical behavior. This is accomplished by automatically
performing an extensive analysis of different process variations (lithography and stress)
and their dependency on the design context. Such a tool helps to explore and evaluate
the systematic variation impact on any type of design (analog or digital, very dense or less
dense, large chips or small ones, and technology ”A” versus technology ”B”).
Secondly, solutions in the industry focus on the ”design and then fix philosophy”, or
”fix during design philosophy”, whereas the next CAD tool involves the ”fix before design
philosophy”. Here, the standard cell library is characterized in different design contexts,
different resolution enhancement techniques, and different process conditions, generating a
fully DFM-aware standard cell library using a newly developed methodology that dramati-
cally reduce the required number of silicon simulations. Several experiments are conducted
on 65nm and 45nm designs, and demonstrate more robust and manufacturable designs that
can be implemented by using the DFM-aware standard cell library.
Thirdly, a novel electrical-aware hotspot detection solution, is developed by using a
device parameter-based matching technique since the state-of-the-art hotspot detection
iii
solutions are all geometrical based. This CAD tool proposes a new philosophy by detect-
ing yield limiters, also known as hotspots, through the model parameters of the device,
presented in the SPICE netlist. The device model parameters contain different abstracts
of information such as the layout geometry, design context, and proximity effect on the
process variability. This novel hotspot detection methodology is tested and delivers ex-
traordinary fast and accurate results.
Finally, the existing DFM solutions that are focused on analyzing and detecting the
electrical variations, mainly address the digital designs. Process variations play an in-
creasingly important role in the success of analog circuits. Knowledge of the parameter
variances and their contribution patterns is crucial for a successful design process. This
information is valuable to find solutions for many problems in design, design automation,
testing, and fault tolerance. The fourth CAD solution, proposed in this thesis, introduces
a variability-aware DFM solution that detects, analyze, and automatically correct hotspots
for analog circuits.
This thesis presents high performance and novel design-aware process variation classi-
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CMOS device scaling has outpaced advancements in manufacturing technologies. Thus,
process variability compared to the feature size, continues to increase. Many designers have
started to recognize that this push into advanced nodes has exposed a hitherto insignificant
set of yield problems [1] [17]. Physical yield problems are known to cause catastrophic
failures, such as bridging faults, have always been the primary focus of verification efforts.
At sub-90nm technologies, integrated circuit (IC) designs are also exhibiting parametric
yield failures [18]. Parametric yield issues arise when the process variations have not been
sufficiently characterized such that a circuit might have achieved design closure through
standard methodologies, but the silicon performance does not match the simulation results.
At sub-90nm technologies, yields drastically drop-off, as designs fail to consistently
achieve their technical and competitive objectives [19]. As more and more features are
placed into smaller and smaller spaces, the unintended effects of this crowding are creat-
ing havoc with yield and performance. Designers need to be aware that device behavior
depends not only on traditional geometric parameters such as channel length and width,
but also on layout implementation details of the device and its surrounding neighborhood.
Figure 1.1 illustrates that within the category of systematic yield defects, there are two
subcategories: 1- lithography/new materials-based and 2- design-based [1]. At the 130 nm
node, the systematic defects are roughly, an equal split between the two subcategories. A
dramatic increase of defects is obvious at the 90nm node, where the ratio is approximately
2.5:1 for design-based versus lithography/new materials yield defects [20].
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Figure 1.1: Defect categories by yield and process nodes [1]
1.2 Motivation: DFM Solutions for Parametric Yield
Physical and parametric yield failures have similar negative business implications, in that
new circuit designs will fail to meet performance expectations. To combat yield failures,
the semiconductor industry has started to deploy new tools and methodologies, commonly
referred to as design for manufacturing (DFM) [21].
Traditionally, design and manufacturing have been conveniently kept separated, with
only minimal information exchange. From the manufacturing side, SPICE models, tech-
nology file, and design rules are supplied to estimate the performance and power, and
to establish manufacturing limitations. However, in today’s era of such a large process
variability, traditional corner-based analyses can be overly pessimistic, causing valuable
performance to be left on the table. Design rules have also become extremely complex,
substantially reducing productivity. From the design aspect, the layout is transferred to
manufacturing as a set of shapes to be printed on silicon. To achieve the high fidelity of sil-
icon shapes in the ”drawn” shapes, in the manufacturing process applies several resolution
enhancement techniques (RETs) are applied to the entire design. Unfortunately, RETs
significantly increase the mask writing cost and multi-million dollar mask sets are now
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common. To reduce the mask cost, it is crucial to additionally convey the design intent
to manufacturing so that high fidelity is attempted only for selected features in the design
that require accurate manufacturing. DFM techniques essentially address the questions
related to the exchange of information across design and manufacturing, and the use of
this information for yield enhancement.
Most efforts have been concentrated on catastrophic failures, or physical DFM prob-
lems. Recently, there has been an increased emphasis on parametric yield issues. A com-
prehensive DFM methodology reduces the parametric yield loss and leads to maximized
utilization of the process. More sophisticated parametric-based DFM solutions are the
ones that can perform different tasks:
• Predict: Designers can improve the parametric yield and chip performance by ac-
curately determining the impact of systematic variations during the design stages.
• Analyze: Designers can quickly analyze various types of manufacturing non-idealities.
• Enhance: Designers can reduce sensitivity to manufacturing variations to achieve
the desired predictability.
The goal of this thesis is on developing parametric-based DFM computer-aided design
(CAD) tools for systematic variation analysis and design enhancement techniques.
1.3 Thesis Outline
In the next chapter, the relevant literature is reviewed to demonstrate the need to propose
new ways to augment the yield.
Four CAD tools are proposed and developed in this thesis, as denoted in Figure 1.2.
The first CAD tool, presented in Chapter 3, to facilitate a quantitative analysis of the
systematic variation impact on different circuits in terms of electrical and geometrical
behavior. Extensive lithography and stress analysis is performed under different design
context.
In Chapter 4, a second CAD tool is proposed to manifest the ”fix before design philos-
ophy”, avoiding long design cycles and re-spins. This is implemented by re-characterizing
the standard cell library comprising different design context, different resolution enhance-
ment techniques and different process conditions using a newly developed methodology that
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dramatically reduces the required number of silicon simulations. Experiments prove that
the DFM-aware standard cell library results in more robust and manufacturable designs.
Chapter 5 presents a novel electrical-aware hotspot detection solution by using a de-
vice parameter-based matching technique. While the state-of-the-art hotspot detection
solutions are all geometrical based, this hotspot detection methodology experimentally
demonstrates extraordinary fast and accurate results.
The existing DFM solutions that are focused on analyzing and detecting the electrical
variations, principally address digital designs. On the other hand, process variations play
an increasingly important role in the success of analog circuits. The fourth CAD solution,
proposed in this thesis and presented in Chapter 6, introduces a variability-aware DFM
solution that detects and automatically corrects hotspots for analog circuits.
Finally the contributions, conclusion and suggestions for future work are summarized
in Chapter 7.
1.4 Thesis Contributions
• Implement four CAD solutions that tackle parametric and physical yield issues.
These solutions enable the designers to achieve faster and accurate systematic varia-
tion analyses. In addition, designers are provided with different design enhancement
and correction techniques.
• Novel CAD engines are introduced to solve key challenges that present state-of-the-art
DFM solutions can not achieve. For example, systematic variation analysis flows for
full chip digital designs face several challenges, mainly the high computational silicon
simulation time. To address this issue, a novel solution is introduced to highly reduce
the lithography simulation runtime (nearly 90%) compared to running lithography
simulation using the complete set of different process conditions, with a minimum
impact on accuracy. Another proposed engine uses SPICE parameter matching tech-
niques for hotspot detection, avoid the need for silicon simulations and can identify
the hotspots in matter of seconds. Another challenge with the current DFM solutions
is the lack of design awareness. Most, if not all, hotspot detection solutions generate
thousands of hotspots which challenges designers as to which hotspots are critical
from the design point of view. Therefore a design intent driven engine that adds
design awareness to the hotspot detection engines is introduced. It is worth mention-
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• New philosophies are adopted in these newly designed DFM CAD solutions. For
example, the current DFM solutions are mostly geometrical-based where a process
variation analysis is run on the physical layout level. Also introduced is an electrical
driven hotspot detection solution that stems from a SPICE parameter matching
technique. Beside that solution, there is another CAD solution that supports the
”fixing before design” philosophy which provides a more robust and manufacture-
able physical layout designs that will reduce design re-spins and also reduce the
number of hotspots.
• The proposed CAD solutions target different design types. One of the proposed CAD
solutions is considered one of the first complete DFM solutions (Detection-Analysis-
Correction), which is dedicated to solve parametric yield issues for analog circuits.
• These CAD solutions are technology independent and tested on industrial testcases




Background: Process Variations and
DFM Solutions
2.1 Introduction
Process variation has long been a concern in integrated circuit design, manufacture, and
operation. In recent years, with continued scaling and demand for higher performance and
higher yield, the need and interest in techniques and tools that address variation has in-
creased. The impact of process variations on circuit power and performance is exacerbated
by the superlinear dependence of several electrical metrics on feature size (e.g., subthresh-
old leakage on gate length, and gate tunneling leakage on gate oxide thickness) [22]. Power,
and especially leakage power, is another major challenge faced by designers today. Lower-
ing of supply voltage to reduce dynamic power necessitates lowering of threshold voltage to
sustain high-performance and adequate noise margins. Unfortunately, lowering threshold
voltage causes a near-exponential increase in leakage power, and a larger ratio of static
(”wasted”) power to total power. Leakage variability, which is increasingly a determinant
of parametric yield, is another important problem that must be addressed for continued
CMOS scaling.
Traditionally, design and manufacturing have been conveniently kept separated, with
only minimal information exchange. From the manufacturing side, SPICE models, tech-
nology file, and design rules are supplied for performance and power estimation, and to
convey manufacturing limitations. However, in today’s era of large process variability, tra-
ditional corner-based analyses can be overly pessimistic, causing valuable performance to
be left on the table. Design rules also become extremely complex, substantially reducing
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productivity. From the design side, the layout is transferred to manufacturing as a set
of shapes to be printed on silicon. To achieve high fidelity of silicon shapes to ”drawn”
shapes, the manufacturing side applies several resolution enhancement techniques (RETs)
to the entire design. Unfortunately, RETs significantly increase the mask writing cost and
multi-million dollar mask sets are now common. To reduce mask cost, it is important to
additionally convey the design intent to manufacturing so that high fidelity is attempted
only for selected features in the design that require accurate manufacturing. Design for
manufacturing (DFM) techniques essentially address the questions related to the exchange
of information across design and manufacturing, and the use of this information for yield
enhancement.
To better understand DFM, we first present a brief overview of major sources of process
variations.
2.2 Sources of Process Variations
Variation is the deviation from intended values for structure or a parameter of concern
[4]. The electrical performance of modern IC is subject to different sources of variations
that affect both the device (transistor) and the interconnects. For the purposes of circuit
design, the sources of variation can broadly be categorized into two classes [23], [24], [25]:
1. Inter-Die variations: also called global variations, are variations from die to die, wafer
to wafer, and lot to lot. These variations affect all devices on the same chip in the
same way (e.g., they may cause all the transistors’ gate lengths’ to be larger than a
nominal value).
2. Within-Die (WID): also called local or intra-die variations, correspond to variability
within a single chip, and may affect different devices differently on the same chip.
In nanoscale regime, dimensions are small enough that device behavior is largely
dependent of the neighborhood of the device. (e.g., some devices on the same die
may have larger channel length L than the rest of the devices).
Inter-Die variations have been a longstanding design issue, and are typically dealt with
using corner models [23]. These corners are chosen to account for the circuit behavior under
worst-case variation and were considered efficient in older technologies where the major
sources of variation were inter-die variations. However, in nanometer technologies, WID
variations have become significant and can no longer be ignored [26], [27], [28]. As a result,
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process corners based design methodologies, where verification is performed at a small
number of design corners, are currently insufficient. WID variations can be subdivided
into two classes [23], [24], [25]:
• Random variations: As the name implies, are sources that show random behavior,
and can be characterized using their statistical distribution. Random variations are
inherent fluctuations in process parameters, such as random dopant fluctuations from
die-to-die, wafer-to-wafer and lot-to-lot.
• Systematic variations: These types of variations depend on the layout pattern and
are therefore predictable. Systematic variations are highly dependent on the physical
layout context (i.e. the systematic variations are dependent on the design). Exam-
ples of systematic variations are topography variations due to Chemical Mechanical
Polishing (CMP) dishing, linewidth variation due to lithography defocus and expo-
sure, and stress due to shallow trench isolation (STI). These effects have a substantial
but deterministic impact on the critical dimension (CD) of a transistor gate or the
width and thickness of an interconnect wire.
Historically, global random variations have been higher up the agenda than local sys-
tematic variations. But below 90 nm, local systematic variations have become the foremost
concern [2]. The primary sources of manufacturing systematic variation will be discussed
in more details.
2.2.1 Sources of Systematic Variations: Optical Lithography
Optical lithography, or simply lithography, is the mainstream technique to create patterns
on silicon wafers. While conceptually simple, lithography has evolved into a highly so-
phisticated process due to precision requirements that are unmatched anywhere in modern
manufacturing. Lithography involves several steps which can be simplistically grouped
into photoresist deposition, exposure, and etching. The process begins with deposition of
a thin layer that is intended to be patterned on the wafer. The thin layer is sacrificial and
is used to selectively etch, dope, oxidize or deposit the underlying material. The pattern
on the mask is first transferred to the photoresist that is deposited over the thin layer.
An etchant is then used to remove the thin layer from where it is not protected by the
photoresist. We now briefly describe the major lithography steps, further details of which
can be found in [29].
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Photoresist and its Deposition
Photoresists are materials that when exposed to light undergo a photochemical reaction
that changes their solubility properties to a developer chemical. Positive photoresists
become soluble in the regions that are exposed to light while negative photoresists become
soluble in the regions occluded from light. Prior to deposition of the photoresist, the wafer
may optionally be treated with a chemical that promotes adhesion between the thin layer
and the photoresist.
The standard method of depositing the photoresist onto the wafer is resist spinning. In
this method, a small amount of the photoresist in liquid form is dispensed onto the center
of the wafer, and the wafer is then rotated about its center at a high rate. As the wafer
spins, the resist spreads radially and solidifies into a uniform solid layer over the wafer. A
baking step, known as soft bake, in which the wafer is heated to relatively low temperature
for a short period of time, is then optionally performed to further densify the photoresist.
Another optional step of coating the wafer with an anti-reflective coating (ARC) is then
performed to suppress the light reflections in the succeeding exposure steps.
Exposure
By selectively exposing the photoresist to light, a pattern can be transferred to the pho-
toresist. This process is accomplished in lithography by imaging of the mask to transfer
patterns on it to the photoresist. The mask is a thin piece of a high-quality transparent
material, typically quartz, partially covered with an opaque material, typically chromium,
that has been removed according to the circuit pattern using an electron-beam mask writer.
Over the years, mask writing technology has improved but has failed to keep pace
with the shrinkage of feature sizes. Thus, projection printing, in which projection optics
(sometimes simply known as the lens) are used to reduce the mask image by a reduction
factor (N), is now mainstream. The projection optics are typically an array of high-
quality lenses cascaded to realize the reduction factor with minimal image distortion. The
reduction factor in modern optics is most commonly equal to four or five. Larger reduction
factors relax the precision requirements on the mask and reduce the linewidth variations
due to mask errors. However, larger reduction factors increase the size of the mask and
decrease the throughput in terms of the wafer area exposed under the mask. We note that
the mask is also referred to as the reticle in the exposure context.
The equipment used to expose the photoresist-coated wafer is known as a wafer stepper.
In a wafer stepper, a small portion of the wafer, known as the exposure field or simply the
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field, is exposed under the reticle through the projection optics. The illumination is then
turned off and the wafer is displaced so that a different portion of the wafer is exposed in
the next step. Modern wafer steppers are extremely sophisticated, with very high stepping
precision. Additionally, steppers also align the wafer to the proper position so that the
projected image will precisely overlay the patterns already on the wafer from previous
lithography steps.
Modern wafer steppers are of the step-and-scan type in which the field is partially
exposed through a slit [29], [30]. The lens and the wafer are translated synchronously
such that the illumination through the slit scans the field from side to side. Due to the
image reduction by the projection optics, the lens must be translated N (i.e., the reduction
factor) times faster than the wafer. Illumination through a small slit restricts the area of
the projection optics that is utilized, which simplifies the projection optics and reduces
their distortions. A schematic of the step-and-scan system is shown in Figure 2.1.
Figure 2.1: Schematic of a step-and-scan wafer stepper. [2]
After the patterning process completes, the photoresist undergoes post-exposure bake,
which entails heating at a higher temperature than soft bake. The purpose of post-exposure
bake is to further drive off low molecular-weight materials that may contaminate the post-
lithographic equipment. Post-exposure bake also smoothes out the resist line profiles.
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Then, a developer solution washes away the soluble parts of the resist and the pattern has
been transferred from the mask to the photoresist.
While the patterning process is highly sophisticated, the image on the mask undergoes
significant distortion as it is transferred to the photoresist. Due to the extremely small
sizes of the mask features, diffraction effects, inherent to the wave nature of light, become
considerable. Unfortunately, a finite-sized lens is not capable of collecting all the diffraction
orders as shown in Figure 2.2, and the mask image cannot be completely reconstructed.
This fundamentally limits the resolving capability of lithography, which is given by the
following well-known Raleigh’s equation:




• Lmin is the minimum feature size that can be resolved.
• λ is the wavelength of the illumination source. An ArF plasma source with a wave-
length of 193nm is used in modern lithography, and is projected to remain in use at
least through the 45nm node.
• NA is the numerical aperture of the lens and is the sine of the maximum half-angle
of light that can make it through a lens to the wafer, multiplied by the index of
refraction of the medium (1.0 for air). The NA of a lens is a measure of its ability to
capture the diffraction orders of light across a wide range of incidence angles.
• k1 is known as the k-factor and captures the capability of the lithography process; it
has a fundamental lower limit of 0.25. For modern processes, k1 is around 0.3.
In addition to the minimum resolvable size, the depth of focus (DOF) is an important
parameter of a patterning system. Ideally, the wafer should be placed at the focal plane
of the lens. This, in practice, is infeasible and the wafer, or certain parts of it, may be
positioned at a small distance, known as the defocus, from the focal plane. DOF captures
the tolerance of a exposure system to defocus. DOF is given by
DOF = k2 ∗ λ
(NA)2
(2.2)
where k2 is a constant. Similar to DOF, exposure latitude quantifies the tolerance
to exposure dose variations. Together with DOF, exposure latitude gives the lithography
process window.
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Figure 2.2: Features on the mask cannot be exactly reconstructed due to diffraction. [2]
Improvements in lithography equipment and resist technology, along with resolution
enhancement techniques (RETs), reduce the k-factor and consequently the minimum re-
solvable size. RETs are methods used in lithography to enhance the printability of mask
features. RETs are typically applied after signoff and before or during the mask data
preparation stage. Commonly used RETs are as follows.
• Optical proximity correction (OPC) selectively alters the shapes of the mask patterns
to compensate for patterning imperfections. OPC can be rule-based, which uses rules
defined for different layout configurations, or model-based, which uses a lithography
simulator. While OPC is very effective at reducing patterning variation, it requires
a large runtime and significantly increases the mask complexity.
• Off-axis illumination (OAI) refers to illumination which has no on-axis component,
i.e., which has no light that is normally incident on the mask. Examples of off-axis
illumination include annular and quadrupole illumination. OAI improves the DOF
for certain pitches while worsening it for others that are known as forbidden pitches.
Fortunately, sub-resolution assist features can be inserted to eliminate or reduce the
impact of the forbidden pitches.
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• Sub-resolution assist features (SRAFs) or scattering bars are layout features that
are inserted between layout features to improve their printability. SRAFs have very
narrow widths and do not print on the wafer.
• Phase shift mask (PSM) adds transparent layers to the mask in certain locations to
induce destructive interference at feature edges, which enhances pattern contrast and
improves the k-factor.
Etching
Etching is used to transfer the pattern from the photoresist to the underlying thin layer.
The chemical used in etching is known as the etchant; it selectively reacts with the underly-
ing thin layer only in the areas that are not protected by the photoresist, while leaving the
photoresist intact. The most common etching technique is reactive ion etching in which
chemically reactive plasma is used to remove the thin layer in regions not protected by
photoresist. After etching, the photoresist is completely removed by a variety of methods
(e.g., dry etching [31]).
2.2.2 Sources of Systematic Variations: Chemical Mechanical
Polishing
Chemical Mechanical Polishing (CMP) is the mainstream planarization technique used to
remove excess deposited material and to attain wafer planarity over short and long ranges
[32]. CMP involves use of chemicals to soften the material to be removed, and mechanical
abrasion to polish away the material. Rotary CMP tools are the most prevalent and
primarily consist of a rotating carrier on which the wafer is mounted, and a large polishing
pad that rotates in the same direction. The wafer is held face down and pressed against
the pad. To assist polishing, slurry, which is a mixture of abrasive particles and chemicals
that soften the material to be polished, is fed onto the pad. CMP continues until the
desired thickness is attained. A common method for endpoint detection (i.e., when to stop
polishing), is the use of etch-stop materials which cause the motors to draw detectably more
current when the desired thickness is attained. The basic setup of rotary CMP equipment
is illustrated in Figure 2.3. CMP is used to planarize bare wafers, in front-end-of-line
(FEOL) to remove and planarize overburden oxide, and in back-end-of-line (BEOL) to
remove excess copper and barrier, and to planarize inter-level dielectric.
While several advancements have been made in CMP technology, imperfections remain
and have always been a concern due to rapidly shrinking topography variation tolerances.
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Figure 2.3: Equipment used for CMP. [3]
CMP is known to suffer from pattern-dependent problems known as dishing and erosion
[33] (Figure 2.4). These two effects arise because of the existence of multiple materials of
different softness that get polished simultaneously. Dishing quantifies the height difference
seen in one material, while erosion captures the height loss of the harder material while
polishing [34]. Two methods to reduce pattern-dependent effects are filling and slotting
[35]. In fill insertion, non-functional or dummy geometries are added to increase the density
of a material. A common objective is to make the material density over the chip uniform
by adding fill to regions that have less material. Slotting works in the opposite way by
removing material from large features without compromising their electrical functionality.
Figure 2.4: Dishing and Erosion. [4]
CMP imperfections manifest themselves into electrical variations in several ways. In
FEOL, oxide dishing in STI wells and nitride erosion can cause poor isolation between
devices and increase inter-device parasitics. Excessive nitride erosion into the underlying
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silicon, and failure to completely remove oxide from over the nitride can cause device fail-
ure. In BEOL, copper dishing and dielectric erosion affect the interconnect resistance and
capacitance, and consequently the interconnect delay. Poor planarity also poses difficulty
in patterning the layers above and can cause large defocus during exposure. Planariza-
tion non-idealities also compound for higher metal layers due to the non-planarity of the
underlying layer.
2.2.3 Sources of Systematic Variations: Mechanical Stress
Figure 2.5: A depiction of the STI stress effect.[5]
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For sub-0.25um CMOS technologies, the most prevalent isolation scheme is shallow
trench isolation (STI). Mechanical stress on active regions of devices arising due to the
proximity and width of STI wells are significant in existing technologies. The STI process
leaves behind a silicon island that is in a non-uniform state of bi-axial compressive stress [5],
[36], [37]. STI induced stress has been shown to have an impact on device performance [38],
[36],[39],[37],[40],[41], introducing both Idsat and Vth offsets. These effects are significant
and must be included when modeling the performance of a transistor. The stress state
within an active opening is both non-uniform and dependent on the overall size of the
active opening, meaning that MOSFET characteristics are once again a strong function of
layout. The STI stress effect is depicted in Figure 2.5
2.2.4 Sources of Systematic Variations: Material Dopping
Figure 2.6: A depiction of the WPE.[5]
Highly scaled bulk CMOS technologies make use of high energy implants to form the
deep retrograde well profiles needed for latch-up protection and suppression of lateral
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punch-through [42]. During the implant process, atoms can scatter laterally from the edge
of the photoresist mask and become embedded in the silicon surface in the vicinity of the
well edge [40], [43], as illustrated in Figure 2.6 The result is a well surface concentration
that changes with lateral distance from the mask edge, over the range of 1um or more.
This lateral non-uniformity in well doping causes the MOSFET threshold voltages and
other electrical characteristics to vary with the distance of the transistor to the well-edge.
This phenomenon is commonly known as the well proximity effect (WPE).
2.3 Yield Issues Due to Process Variations
Yield is defined as the number of chips that function and meet delay and power specifica-
tions, expressed as a percentage of the total number of chips manufactured. For a mature
process, yield of over 90% is typical. However, during process development and ramp-up,
the yield can be much less. Yield is commonly classified into the following two categories.
1. Functional yield or catastrophic yield is the percentage of chips that are functional.
Examples of functional failures that limit functional yield are shorts and opens in
wires, open vias, line-end shortening, etc.
2. Parametric yield is the number of chips that meet delay and power specifications, as
a percentage of the functionally-correct chips. Parametric yield loss is due to chips
that are functional but cannot be sold because they fail to meet the delay and power
specifications.
A variety of process variations and defects cause yield loss. Functional yield loss is
usually caused by misprocessing and random contaminant-related defects. Parametric
yield loss is typically due to process variations. However, process variations can also cause
functional failures (e.g., line-end shortening leading to an always-on device) and defects can
cause parametric yield loss (e.g., particle contamination that causes interconnect thinning
but not a complete open).
While yield loss due to functional failures is significant, parametric failures have gained
significance and now dominate functional failures. Arguably, measures to improve paramet-
ric yield are more challenging to develop and adopt. While most functional yield-enhancing
methods are geometric and applied after signoff, parametric yield-enhancing methods often
require understanding of the nature of process variations and modeling of their electrical
effects. In this thesis, we focus on techniques that address parametric yield loss.
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2.3.1 Impact of Process Variations on Parametric yield
Process variations, which are the primary cause of parametric yield loss, manifest them-
selves as circuit metric (power and delay) variations in the following ways.
Lateral dimension variations
As design scales down to more advanced nodes, the more difficult it becomes to accurately
print the desired shapes on the wafer. As illustrated in Figure 2.7, at the start of 45 nm,
traditional lithography techniques were not sufficient to print difficult minimum feature
structures, referred to as the critical dimension (CD). Immersion lithography improved
the k1 factor and restored stability all the way though 32 nm. However, at 22 nm, it
may become very difficult to print shapes accurately even with immersion lithography,
and without immersion, impossible. Due to the absence of lithography tool improvements,
printing any random set of shapes at 22 nm with the current sources of light and lithography
techniques may both be infeasible and unnecessary for design.
On the polysilicon layer, CD refers to the linewidth of the gate poly, which is equivalent
to the gate length or channel length; on metal layers, CD is the wire width. Process
variations affect the CD the most, and are manifested as delay and power variations of
the circuit. For example, decrease in the gate length will decrease the device delay and
capacitance, but dramatically increase subthreshold leakage. Decrease in the wire width
will increase resistance but decrease capacitance.
Significant sources of CD variation are exposure and etching variations in lithography
[44]. During exposure, CD variation is due to mask errors [45], resist thickness variation
[29], exposure dose variations [29], defocus [29], lens aberration [46], [47], etc. Microloading
effects during etching also cause CD variation [48], as microloading results in differing etch
depths for different pattern resolution and densities. A substantial fraction of CD variation
arising due to the these exposure and etching variations is considered systematic.
The variation in transistor’s channel length has direct a impact on several electrical
properties of a transistor, however, the most affected parameters are the transistor’s drive
current (ID ∝ 1/L) and Vth [18, 24]. The variation in Vth arises due to the exponential
dependence of Vth on channel length L for short channel devices, mainly due to drain
induced barrier lowering (DIBL) effect [9]. DIBL causes Vth to be strongly dependent on
the channel length L as shown in Figure 2.8. Vth reduction due to DIBL can be modeled
as [9]:
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Figure 2.7: The limits of lithography techniques and the changes in printed results across
process nodes [6]
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Vth ≈ Vth0 − (ζ + ηVDS)e−L/λ (2.3)
where η is the DIBL effect coefficient, and Vth0 is the long channel threshold voltage.
Therefore, a slight variation in channel length will introduce large variation in Vth,as shown
in Figure 2.8.
Figure 2.8: Measured Vth versus channel length L for a 90nm which shows strong short
channel effects causing sharp roll-off for Vth for shorter L.[4]
Transistor performance depends heavily on gate dimension. A small gate variation
changes the channel length, creating a variation in Ion and Ioff . Dependence of transistor
current is increasingly non-linear to channel length. As a result the variability in current
Ion and Ioff has been increasing with process node size, as shown in Figure 2.9. 10%
transistor gate variation can translate to as much as a variation of -15% to +25% in gate
delay, according to the left hand graph in Figure 2.9 [7]. Still, ones worse variations are
seen for Ioff on the right. The impact of variability on leakage power has been reported
that in at least one instance, as little as 6% of CD variations produce enough leakage
to create a chip failure. Shape variations on transistors directly and disproportionably
translate into performance variation. It is currently impossible to accurately predict IC
design performance without modeling final on-chip device shapes and process variations,
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especially from 90nm technologies downwards. However, for predictable silicon success,
these shape and process variations must be predicted and taken into account early in the
design process [49].
Figure 2.9: Ion and Ioff variations due to transistor length [7]
Topography variations
Chemical mechanical polishing (CMP) is performed between lithography steps to attain
the designed layer height and to planarize the layer for successive process steps. Un-
fortunately, CMP is imperfect and cannot eliminate topography variation. Topography
variation changes the metal height in back-end of the line (BEOL) which affects the wire
resistance and capacitance. CMP for front-end of the line (FEOL) is used to planarize the
oxide that is deposited for STI. Imperfect FEOL CMP leads to defocus during polysilicon
patterning and poor inter-device isolation.
Topography variation is understood to be partly systematic for both FEOL [3] and
BEOL [34]. Another example is gate oxide thickness variation which affects gate-tunneling
leakage and device subthreshold slope. Gate oxide is manufactured by light oxidation and
its thickness variation, though small, is considered random.
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Interconnect parasitics are significant and complex components of circuit performance,
signal integrity and reliability in IC design. Copper/low-k process effects are becoming
increasingly important to accurately model interconnect parasitics. Sub-90nm intercon-
nects with their narrow and tall (Z-plane) configurations create significant variations in
the Z-plane, which, when added to the X-Y variations due to RET, have a large impact
on parasitics.
These variations are amplified because metal sheet resistance varies as a nonlinear
function of line width, as shown in Figure 2.10. Copper resistivity rises dramatically
below 90nm due to increased electron scattering on grain boundaries and interfaces. This
phenomenon causes significant systematic changes in sheet resistance as a function of line
width. If line width cannot be predicted accurately, the result is inaccurate resistance and
delay prediction.
According to ITRS roadmap, copper dishing/erosion after Chemical-Mechanical Pol-
ishing (CMP) and scattering effect may increase resistance significantly. Also, coupling
capacitance between wires becomes dominant over ground and fringing capacitance at
0.18um technology (over 60% of the total capacitance), and increases rapidly with higher
wire aspect ratio of the advanced technologies [50], [51],[52]. Therefore, interconnect delay
will suffer from the increased resistance and coupling capacitance more seriously in the
future [53].
Material variations
The STI stress effect is depicted in Figure 2.5. It has been shown that the residual stress
and corresponding shift in electrical performance can be qualitatively described by two
geometric parameters, SA and SB [36], [37] (Figure 2.11). These represent the distance
from the gate to the edge of the OD on either side of the device. MOSFET parameters such












This relationship has been incorporated into existing SPICE models [9] to allow this
phenomenon to be included in circuit simulations.
Stress due to STI is compressive and typically enhances the mobility of PMOS while
degrading the mobility of NMOS. Consequently, delay and leakage increase for PMOS while
decreasing for NMOS. Several techniques have been proposed to reduce STI stress-induced
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Figure 2.10: Interconnect resistance variation due to width. [8]
Figure 2.11: MOSFET device geometry using a shallow trench isolation scheme. [9]
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variation [54]. STI stress is highly systematic and is partly modeled in today’s design flows.
Recent works have proposed modeling the residual STI stress effects [55].
In addition, material variations cause variations in carrier mobility, polysilicon resis-
tance, etc. Dopant concentration in the device channels affects the threshold voltage and
consequently subthreshold leakage and device delay. Due to the small number of dopant
atoms in the channel in modern devices, dopant density varies significantly and randomly
as a percentage and induces substantial random variation in threshold voltage. The impact
of well proximity on the threshold voltage (Vth) of the nMOS device is shown in Figure
2.12. The Vth is found to increase by as much as 50mV as the device moves closer to the
well edge which is consistent with previous observations [40],[43].
Figure 2.12: Vth versus well-edge distance for 3.3V nMOS device.[5]
As a consequence of these manifestations, a significant variation is seen in circuit delay
and leakage. With technology scaling, process variations are increasing as a percentage,
and consequently the delay and leakage variability is increasing. There is considerable
parametric yield loss today especially during yield ramp-up phase causing substantial value
loss.
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2.4 Design for Manufacturing
While DFM has attracted great deal of attention recently from industry and academia,
several techniques that can be arguably be considered DFM techniques have been in use
for several years.
Design for Manufacturing (DFM) refers to measures taken during the design process
to enhance yield. Parametric yield enhancement facilitated by DFM can contribute to
improvement of design performance and/or power, and/or designer productivity. DFM
techniques can compensate for, reduce, or make the design more robust to various types
of manufacturing non-idealities.
2.4.1 Traditional DFM Methods
Traditionally, design and manufacturing have been conveniently kept separated, with only
minimal information exchange. One traditional DFM category is a technique that controls
the design implementation to make it more robust to various types of manufacturing non-
idealities. Typically, these techniques are on the physical layout level. Examples of these
techniques are:
• Design rule checking (DRC). Design rules have been the primary method for the
foundry to convey manufacturing limitations to design. Design rule checking, verifies
adherence to these rules, and a design that is design rule correct is expected to have
a high functional and parametric yield. Simple examples of DRCs are minimum
spacing, minimum and maximum dimension or area, and minimum and maximum
metal density.
• Restricted design rules (RDR). The basic concept behind restricted layout is to limit
what the designer is allowed to do. Designers want a wide assortment of possible
features or shapes or constructs that they are allowed to use. Conversely, the fab
would like a very limited set of what the designer is allowed to useideally, every-
thing would be perfectly regular and repeatable, making designs much more simple
to process and much more robust against manufacturing variability. For example,
lithographic rounding of both the active and the contact in a source or drain con-
nection can reduce the alignment marginality, creating the potential for a resistive
contact. In a gate construct, horizontal bends in the field poly near the gate can
induce an inherent systematic variation in the L-effective on the corner of the gate.
With misalignment, that variation can be quite dramatic, causing the device in this
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transistor to have more variation in terms of drive current, leakage, etc. Similarly,
because of a horizontal-to-vertical transition in the active layer, this curvature can
cause variation in the W-effective, affecting the drive strength, among other aspects.
With alignment variability, this effect will vary dramatically as well.
The restricted design compromise is to have some assortment of allowable features
or constructs, but a much smaller list and a more controlled list than what has been
allowed in the past. With restrictive design, future designs will be much more regular
than current designs, and therefore actually manufacturable.
Another category, are DFM techniques that account for various types of manufacturing
non-idealities during the front end design phase. Typically, these techniques are on the
electrical level of abstraction. Examples of these techniques are:
• Guardbanding. Considerable margin is allocated during design to account for process
variations. Today’s timing and power analysis flows are corner-based, i.e., a set of
conservative process, voltage, and temperature (PVT) settings are assumed in anal-
ysis. With respect to process variations, hold and setup time checks are performed
at fast and slow process corners respectively. Leakage is typically highest at the fast
process corner, but the use of typical process corner to reduce pessimism in analysis
is common. The premise behind corner-based flows is that if the design meets its
specifications at conservative PVT settings, it will meet them at all other conditions.
Unfortunately, this premise is not true and is now breaking down due to complex
dependence of electrical metrics on variations. For example, shorter gate lengths do
not necessarily have higher leakage (due to reverse short channel effect), and wider
wires are not necessarily faster. The above techniques were relatively easy to adopt
and served well until the 130nm node. Since then, as the complexity and extent of
process variations has increased, these techniques, while remaining necessary, are no
longer sufficient.
Several problems stem from the inadequacy of these techniques and call for novel DFM
techniques that explicitly target yield enhancement.
• With scaling, as process variations have become complex and large, design rules
are no longer able to capture the variations completely and precisely. In modern
technologies, layout regions that do not meet design rules may yield well, while those
that meet them may not. Thus, design rules have become extremely complex in an
attempt to capture process variations that arise due to complex layout configurations.
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Recommended design rules, which are preferably but not necessarily required to be
met, have also been introduced. A large set of design rules poses maintainability
problems, and limits the freedom of optimization algorithms and tools in physical
design.
• The use of restricted design rules (RDRs) [56], for example those that enforce regu-
larity by allowing only one or two pitches, increases the chip area.
• Corner-based analysis assumes conservative process conditions; this is overly pes-
simistic since all parameters have an extremely small likelihood of being at their
conservatively assumed values at the same time. Moreover, the design metric un-
der analysis may have a non-monotonic dependence on process parameters, in which
case worst-casing the process parameter will not result in worst-casing of the design
metric. To reduce pessimism and improve worst-casing of design metrics, analysis is
performed at a large number of corners. Unfortunately, the number of corners can
grow rapidly with process parameters and the analysis can be both pessimistic and
risky at the same time [57]. Furthermore, corner-based methods cannot account ad-
equately for inter-die variations since all components are assumed to be at the same
process corner. A notable exception is on-chip variation analysis which allows clock
and data path components to be at opposite corners.
• As guardbanding increases and compromises the advantages from scaling, designers
are under tremendous pressure as they seek to meet market expectations. To im-
prove delay, power, and area of the design, considerably more time must be spent on
iterations and fixing violations. This reduces productivity.
• Design rules and guardbanding can no longer be sufficiently pessimistic to ensure high
parametric yield. Unexpectedly large variations and failures can cause intolerable
yield loss, and require costly design re-spins.
2.4.2 Taxonomy
To really bridge the gap between design and manufacturing, it is important to model
and feed proper manufacturing metrics and cost functions upstream to the design side.
Model based DFM techniques can be broadly classified into the following two categories
depending on the yield loss component that they address.
1. Functional yield enhancing. Process-based, or sometimes referred as physical
DFM technology, is concerned with identifying and correcting particle defects or
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process variations that can lead to functional failures like shorts and opens. Several
model-based techniques have been proposed to make the design robust to random and
systematic variations. As for random contamination-caused defects and large process
variations, critical area analysis [58] finds the chip areas that have a high chance of
causing functional failures under an assumed contaminant particle size distribution.
For systematic variations, hotspot detection [59] flags chip areas that are vulnerable
to large variations due to lithography non-idealities.
Examples of corresponding design enhancements include wire spreading, wire widen-
ing, and via doubling. Physical DFM also implements geometric yield improvement
with recommended rules. Functional yield enhancement techniques are simpler and
easier to adopt because they are primarily shape-centric and have limited or no in-
teractions with electrical metrics such as delay and power. Physical DFM is an
important technology, especially during the early stages of new process development,
when low functional yield is the primary obstacle to process qualification. The next
critical milestone in nanometer design is the creation and validation of transistor and
interconnect models that are accurate enough to ensure that predicted versus actual
circuit performance supports design objectives, reduced costs, and increased product
functionality.
2. Parametric yield enhancing. Parametric-related yield losses are caused by vari-
ations in electrical properties. As the physical DFM technologies are familiar to
manufacturing and CAD personnel responsible for ensuring designs meet the basic re-
quirements for manufacturability. In slight contrast, parametric-based, or sometimes
referred as electrically-based DFM, is the knowledge that can be gained from the
manufacture and critical to designers who must ensure that designs meet datasheet
performance specifications and competitive yield targets. These techniques have at-
tracted great interest recently as they address an ever-increasing and now dominant
yield loss component. The objective of these techniques is to contain the variability
in delay and leakage. This thesis focuses on such DFM techniques.
As illustrated in Figure 2.13, parametric yield enhancing techniques can be summarized
as follows: starting with modeling and accounting for systematic variations followed by
DFM techniques either for:
• Process Variation Reduction.
or
• Systematic Variation-Aware Analysis and Design Enhancement.
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Figure 2.13: Systematic Variation Aware Analysis and Design Enhancement
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Process Variation Reduction
1. Reducing Random Particle Defects: Random particle defects are a fact of IC
manufacturing, but the number and severity of these defects increases as layout fea-
tures and the space between them continue to shrink. Recommended design rules
use manufacturing information to suggest spacing’s that reduce the overall chances
of random particle defects. However, recommended rules can generate thousands of
rule violations, with no information to help you decide which ones are most criti-
cal. Critical area analysis (CAA) uses manufacturing information about the process
particle sizes and probability distribution to identify specific areas of an integrated
circuit layout with a higher than average vulnerability to random particle defects.
2. Reducing Lithography Variation: After modeling the lithography process, RETs
are used as the primary methods to reduce lithography variations. As explained
earlier, the purpose of these techniques is to minimize the lateral distortion between
the drawn and the on-silicon shapes. Typically, RETs are transparent to the design
phase and are performed after signoff. However, modifications can be made to circuits
that make them more amenable to RETs, such that the RETs achieve stronger
reduction of lithography variation.
3. Reducing Planarity Variation: The impact of chemical mechanical polishing
(CMP) is inherently pattern-dependent. Whether a feature is isolated or located in
a dense array affects both polishing time and results. Likewise, circuit performance
is also affected by how the physical layout reacts to CMP. Controlling both thickness
and capacitance variation is a balancing act. Several industrial tools can model and
simulate the CMP process, based on that dummy fill insertion and slotting techniques
are introduced. Dummy fill insertion and slotting are the primary design techniques
used today to aid planarity by altering the density. For signal wires that are routed
by gridded routers, metal density typically does not exceed nearly 50% because inter-
wire spacing is nearly equal to the wire width; for these wires, slotting is not required.
Slotting is done for special wires such as power/ground rails and is less desirable than
fill insertion [60]. Fill insertion is the mainstream technique to increase density both
for FEOL CMP [3] and BEOL CMP [34].
Systematic Variation Aware Analysis and Design Enhancements
To really bridge the gap between design and manufacturing, DFM must due the following
two jobs: First, bring manufacturing awareness up into the design flow. Second, communi-
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cate the intentions of the designer to the manufacturing flow (Figure 2.13). In general, the
objective of DFM is to improve IC yield and cost by increasing manufacturing-awareness
in the design phase, as well as design-awareness in the manufacturing phase. Therefore
new design for manufacturability (DFM) paradigm has emerged in the recent past. To
achieve this dual objective of DFM, design must be driven by models of variation in the
manufacturing process and the manufacturing process, must be made aware of the design
intent. The DFM paradigm encompasses a set of design methodologies that address
manufacturing and process non-idealities at the design level to make ICs more ro-
bust to variations. DFM is also interpreted as a set of post-layout design fixing techniques
that enhance and ease manufacturability.
Modeling Sytematic Varations: Physics-based models perform modeling of fun-
damental physics and chemistry of processes in a lithography system. Similarly for the
other processes, these models allow process engineers to simulate the impact of process
parameters and material chemistry changes, and thereby tune the process. Physics-based
modeling is inherently complex because of the difficulty of capturing inputs and computing
model parameters. Phenomenological models do not model detailed physics and chemistry
of optics and materials involved in pattern transfer, and work with only a limited set of
process (e.g., resist sensitivity) and equipment (e.g., numerical aperture, partial coherence
factors) parameters. Fitting phenomenological models to experimental data using a limited
set of parameters is less complex than fitting physics-based models.
Lithography models, mathematically represent the distinct steps in the 3D patterning
sequence [61]. Figure 2.14 shows a basic schematic of the calculation steps required for
lithography modeling [10]. A brief overview of the physical models found in most lithog-
raphy simulation programs is provided below.
• Aerial Image: The extended source method is used to predict the aerial image
of a partially coherent diffraction limited or aberrated projection system based on
scalar and/or vector diffraction theory. Single wavelength or broadband illumination
can be used. The standard image model accounts for the important effect of image
defocus through the resist film. Mask patterns can be one-dimensional lines and
spaces or small two dimensional contacts and islands. Phase-shifting masks and
off-axis illumination can be simulated and pupil filters can be defined.
• Standing Waves: An analytical expression is used to calculate the standing wave
intensity as a function of depth into the resist, including the effects of resist bleach-
ing, on planar substrates. Contrast enhancement layers or top-layer anti-reflection
coatings can also be included. High numerical aperture models include the effects of
non-vertical light propagation.
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Figure 2.14: Flow diagram of a lithography model [10]
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• Prebake: Thermal decomposition of the photoresist photoactive compound during
prebake (also called post apply bake) is modeled using first order kinetics resulting
in a change in the resist’s optical properties. Many important bake effects, however,
are not yet well understood.
• Exposure: First order kinetics are used to model the chemistry of exposure. Both
positive and negative resists can be simulated.
• Post-Exposure Bake: A two-dimensional or three-dimensional diffusion calculation
allows the post-exposure bake to reduce the effects of standing waves. For chemically
amplified resists, this diffusion is accompanied by an amplification reaction which
accounts for crosslinking, blocking, or deblocking in an acid catalyzed reaction. Acid
loss mechanisms and non-constant diffusivity can also be simulated.
• Development: Kinetic models for resist dissolution are used in conjunction with an
etching algorithm to determine the resist profile. Surface inhibition or enhancement
can also be taken into account. The combination of the models described above
provides a complete mathematical description of the optical lithography process.
Use of the models incorporated in a full lithography simulation package allows the
user to investigate many interesting and important aspects of optical lithography.
• Etching: To cope with the effect of edge topography on device characteristics, due
to the high integration of VLSI’s, accurate three-dimensional (3D) topography sim-
ulation models are required [61].
Analyzing systematic variations and detecting hotspot: Process variations can
be observed at the topological or the electrical level. The topological level refers to the
shape and physical attributes of the devices, including critical dimension (CD), minimum
pitch and pattern density. Depending on the topological change, the electrical behavior can
be affected if the variations occur in electrically sensitive areas of the design (e.g., polysil-
icon gate width differences between a pair of matched transistors, or narrowing of long
metal lines that subsequently increase resistance). At the same time, topological changes
induced by some types of dummy fill, short interconnect paths or non-critical corners of
diffusion layers will not present any observable differences in the electrical behavior of the
devices. Until now, only shape-centric parameters such as fidelity (achieved by aggressive
RET) and pattern robustness (achieved by manufacturing-aware design) have been con-
sidered in the manufacturability of designs. However, other processing effects that are less
dependent on shape or structure can also contribute to the final operation of the electronic
devices. For example, even when poly gate widths are perfectly matched and robustly
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built, processing steps such as ion implantation, diffusion or material selection can make
an otherwise correct design fail.
With the former paragraph in mind, the scope of this work is to apply relevant DFM
principles to quantify some electrical variables that shape and topology have on the elec-
trical behavior of devices.
Design Enhancement: DFM is an art of balance to accomplish multiple goals such
as high die yield, aggressive product performance, and zero reliability fallouts, which are
often loosely tied or even incompatible. In that role, DFM has to rely on cross-disciplinary
enhancement techniques, which deal with multiple design, manufacturing and product
issues. Therefore, it requires a multi-objective optimization approach [62]. At the same
time, DFM has limited resource base, as it should operate within the predetermined die
area, product schedule, circuit timing budget, and design effort and yet make a positive
difference. DFM enhancements need a lot of heavily processed information, e.g., in the
form of litho, yield, or device models and the results of their implementation hinge on the
accuracy of these models. From this perspective, one can divide recent DFM enhancement
techniques into three groups aligned with the stage of their introduction in design cycle:
1. Design and process definition stage. At the earliest design definition stage, DFM
aligns with the generic methodology of IC design rules and guidelines. Here, new
DFM concepts emerge as correct-by-construction architecture at single cell level [63].
To assist the process, layout tolerance bands are introduced to help preserve design
intent, i.e., ensure the expected electrical performance [64].
2. Design execution stage, correct-by-construction is also proposed, this time for multi-
cell IP (e.g., modular design of multi-port cells [65]), die level routing [66], and then,
at mask level [67]. For the complete IC layout, the new concepts on how to validate
design data, mask data, or both [68], emphasize process proximity correction for
single or multiple layers [69] and [70].
3. Finally, at the latest DFM verification stage, enhancement techniques are used to
enhance manufacturing feedback to design/layout by correcting local yield limiters
(hot spots, [67], [68], [69], [70], [71]). DFM verification techniques based on inspection
or simulation, involve methods, systems, EDA algorithms, computer programs, and
design kits [69], [70], [71], [72], [73], to improve circuit performance before more mask
sets are built for the manufacturing line. After the improved design is placed in the
fab, data collection systems need to provide feedback e.g., from defect detection [74].
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2.5 Summary
Variations in the IC manufacturing process are manifested as
1. Deviation from the intended shapes of IC geometries, and
2. Variations in impurity (i.e., dopant) concentrations.
These variations are composed of systematic and random components. The systematic
component of variation can be attributed to specific sources in the manufacturing pro-
cess, while the random component is usually a result of confounding of several sources of
variation and cannot be attributed to specific sources. A significant fraction of the total
variation in shapes of IC geometries is systematic in sources such as focus, exposure dose,
lens aberrations, during the lithography process. Mechanical stress and CMP processes
are additional sources of process systematic variations. The primary goal in the associ-




A Methodology for Analyzing
Process Variation Dependency on
Design Context and the Impact on
Circuit Analysis
3.1 Introduction
As VLSI technology scales down towards 65nm and below, performance of integrated cir-
cuits is increasingly affected by fabrication variations. Moreover the fabrication variations
at these advanced IC technologies are highly dependent on the physical layout and re-
cently more dependent on proximity effects of this layout from neighboring cells. In a
normal design process; designers only deal with schematics design entry or front end High
Description Languages (HDL) digital codes. In this design entry phase, no layout infor-
mation is available for the front end designers. This is acceptable in the IC technologies
above 65nm; where most of the required layout or back end information is captured in the
front end entry, so the layout shape has minimal impact on the original design. However;
this is no more acceptable in the new advanced IC nanometer technologies; more and more
layout parameters are now impacting directly the transistors performance. This makes the
final fabricated IC performs differently from the original design, unless these layout effects
and variations are to be considered earlier in the design cycle.
As an example, mechanical stresses induced by Shallow-Trench Isolation (STI) on the
gate channel can alter the drive current of NMOS and PMOS transistors up to 20% de-
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pending on the length of diffusion (LOD) [37] [75]. As a consequence, the drive current
of a transistor is not only related to the parameters of the gate such as the gate length L
and gate width W but also is related to the exact layout shape of the individual transistor.
Similarly the lithography printability is strongly layout dependent [76]. As the density
of VLSI circuit increases the proximity effects are becoming a significant consideration to
design layout linewidth control in range of nano-meters using current state-of-the-art pho-
tolithography tools that operate with deep ultraviolet (DUV) light wavelengths of 193nm.
Optical light rays in the photolithography process diffract and pass through the reticle in a
different matter based on the layout context and mask pattern density, and hence impact
the final Critical Dimension (CD) printability on wafer.
Therefore, when designing a standard cell or characterizing its electrical behavior prior
to use in a chip implementation flow, it is important to know the impact of layout context-
dependent manufacturing variations on the cells parametric views. Traditional standard
cell characterization treats the cell in complete isolation from its context. This is somehow
accepted for older technologies. However in advanced nano-IC technologies at 65nm and
below this is not the case. During standard cell design, it is recommended to have a context-
dependent parametric analysis that can be used to improve the cell layout and architecture
so that variability is minimized. The proposed CAD tool presents a methodology to predict
the impact of context-dependent systematic manufacturing variations on the parametric
behavior of standard cells in an integrated circuit. Such a methodology can be applied
to the analysis of a full chip composed of standard cell components, and reports layout
context-dependent changes in chip timing and power. For lithography and stress variability,
a study on 65nm, 45nm standard cell libraries and mid-size designs is done to examine the
influence of cell context when looking at gate CD and the design performance. A context
generator engine is implemented to study the effect of the design context variation. This
engine has several user defined parameters to enable the user to simulate various context
conditions.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 3.2 presents the available
solutions that analyze process variation and studies the impact on circuit performance.
Section 3.3 discusses the stress and lithography variation dependence on design context.
Section 3.4 depicts the proposed characterization methodology entailed in implementing
the engines used in our flow. In order to verify the usefulness of our proposed methodology,
industrial standard cell context-aware characterization is performed. Impact on electrical




One of the major challenges facing semiconductor companies today is how to increase
yield. Since yield is directly related to profitability, by predicting and improving yield
before tapeout, an IC designer can have a direct dollar impact on the success of his design.
The ability to predict and improve yield becomes even more vital as processes move to
geometries under 100 nanometers. In fact, there are discouraging predictions that yields for
ICs with geometries below 100 nanometers may not exceed 50 or 60 percent [77]. To account
for process variations, an IC designer not only has to design for good electrical performance,
but also for high manufacturing yield [78]. Electronic Design Automation (EDA) companies
need to develop tools and methodologies that designers can easily incorporate into their
flows to meet this challenge. There are many factors that affect yield. Physical problems
that are highly dependent on layout can effect yield. Manufacturing issues such as defect
density on the silicon, maturity of the process, and effectiveness of design rules also affect
yield. Another factor, and the main topic of this chapter, is how the design will react to
process variations, mainly speaking about systematic variations such as lithography, stress
and CMP. The designs sensitivity to these variations is called parametric yield. Increasing
parametric yield is a challenge within a designers realm. There are currently several tools,
or analyses, that a designer may use to check the design for process variations. This section
provides a brief description of the commonly used methods, including corners simulation,
Monte Carlo analysis, response surface modeling.
3.2.1 Corners Simulation
Corners simulation is perhaps the most widely used method to test for process variations.
With this method, a designer determines the worst case corners, or conditions, under
which the design will be expected to function. The modeling group may provide the
corners for the process. Next, each corner is simulated, and the output of each corner
is examined to determine whether or not the design performs as required under each of
the specified conditions. There are a number of issues with corners analysis. Perhaps
the most troublesome of these is if the corners are not provided, then the designer may
not know what the corners actually are, leading him to frequently make a best guess.
Guessing worst case corners that will never occur in reality not only wastes design time,
but also can result in a design that takes more area or consumes more power than needed,
or even becomes impossible to design. Not guessing corners that will occur in reality may
result in lower yield. The advantage of corners analysis is its relative simplicity. Corners
analysis is neither compute-intensive nor time consuming (as compared to Monte Carlo
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analysis, for example). To correct failed corners, a designer can run a sensitivity analysis
or optimization on the failed corners, hoping that the other corners continue to pass.
3.2.2 Monte Carlo Analysis
Although the guess work in determining the worst case corners is removed with Monte
Carlo analysis, the distributions of the parameters are still required. Whereas corners
analysis produces a binary outcome (either the corner passes or fails), Monte Carlo analysis
produces samples of a continuous function that can be used to estimate yield. In addition,
Monte Carlo deals with the distributions of the process parameters among lots, wafers, and
dies, and allows the designer to study the effect of parameter variations among devices on
the same chip. With Monte Carlo analysis, hundreds of simulations are typically run with
a variety of variations introduced randomly. However, the stdev (confidence interval) of a
Monte Carlo yield estimate is proportional to 1/sqrt(n) where n is number of simulations.
A Monte Carlo run of 100 to 200 simulations is very time consuming. Most of the time,
it is not feasible to even run this many simulations, thereby introducing a sampling error.
This means that one Monte Carlo run may generate a yield of 82 percent while another run
may generate a yield of 85 percent, with no change to the design. Even worse, a designer
may see an initial yield of 82 percent, tweak some parameters, rerun, and see a yield of 85
percent. At this point, the designer may not know if the increased yield was due to the
change in the design parameter or because of the Monte Carlo sampling error. Another
disadvantage of Monte Carlo is that all changes to design variables intended to improve
yield will result in a complete rerun of the entire Monte Carlo analysis. So, although Monte
Carlo eliminates the guesswork found in corners simulation, Monte Carlo simulations are
very time consuming and do not run enough simulations to avoid sampling errors.
3.2.3 Response Surface Modeling
Response surface modeling (RSM) is the answer to the time-consuming sampling errors
presented by Monte Carlo. RSM reduces the 1/sqrt(n) error from Monte Carlo and allows
the user to reduce the sampling error to nearly zero. With RSM, a set of polynomial mod-
els are created from about 20 to 50 simulations (design of experiments) that approximate
the original design. These models are run tens of thousands of times with the same ran-
dom variations used during Monte Carlo analysis. Since a significantly larger number of
simulations are run, the sampling error is reduced to nearly zero. With the design replaced
by polynomial models, the designer can run the thousands of simulations much faster the
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time is reduced to a matter of seconds as opposed to days. RSM is not, however, without
its problems. The error introduced with this technique is clearly the difference between
the polynomial models and the original design. Additionally, running the simulations on
the original design (design of experiments) can be time consuming, because the number of
simulations required is highly dependent on the number of statistical parameters (which is
a major downfall compared to Monte Carlo analysis).
3.2.4 Issues with the Previous Process Analysis Tools
Despite their problematic aspects, Monte Carlo analysis and RSM are a big step forward
from corners simulation in predicting parametric yield. However, most designers continue
to use corners analysis most of the time. The main reasons are lack of statistical models
(needed for Monte Carlo analysis and RSM), lack of tools to create the models for RSM,
time constraints, and, most often, company policies. Beside the above issues, underlying
the use of corner-based methods is the assumption that sufficient guard-bands or pessimism
in the modeling and the timing analysis stages will ’guarantee’ a working design. While
over-design is an option, it ignores the competitive pressures to build a faster, lower-power
and smaller silicon chip than another IC vendor, and essentially takes a new design back to
an earlier generation silicon node. And finally, these pessimistic, over-constrained designs,
surprisingly can still fail in production silicon because the outliers have not been analyzed.
On top of that, all these analysis are done before the physical layout is implemented.
Layout-dependent variations, can cause two different layouts of the same device to
have different characteristics even when the two instances are located close to each other.
Layout-dependent variations are different from random ones because they are predictable
and can be modeled as a function of deterministic factors such as layout structure and
the surrounding topology. Process variation can be caused by many sources with each
exhibiting a different dependence on layout and design parameters. One must identify,
characterize, and model all sources of variation for better model-to-hardware correlation.
The proposed CAD solution presents an automated methodology to predict the actual
impact of physical layout-dependent systematic manufacturing variations on the paramet-
ric behavior. Before presenting this methodology, the stress and lithography variation
dependence on design context will be discussed first.
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3.3 Design Context Impact on Process Variations
3.3.1 Design Context Impact on Lithography Variations
Figure 3.1: Experimental data for pitch curve with feature type classification. [11]
Fabrication of integrated circuitry typically involves a lithographic process. This pro-
cess transfers a pattern which is disposed on a mask onto a layer of material such as
photoresist received over substrate. Current photolithography tools operate with deep
ultra-violet (DUV) light wavelengths of 193 nm. Optical light rays in the photolithogra-
phy process diffract and pass through the reticle in different ways, based on the layout
context and mask pattern density. The pattern on the mask generally defines integrated
circuitry patterns and alignment patterns. It has been observed that differences in pattern
development of circuit features can depend upon the proximity of the features relative to
fone another. So-called ”proximity effects” [79] [76] in a lithographic process can show
up during imaging, resist pattern formation, and subsequent pattern transfer steps such
as etching. The magnitude of the proximity effects depends on the proximity or close-
ness of the two features present on the masking pattern. Proximity effects result from the
optical diffraction in the projection system used to form the pattern over the substrate.
This diffraction and pass-through impact the final critical dimension (CD) printability on
a wafer, which directly affects the circuit performance. The optical diffraction causes adja-
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cent features to interact with one another in such a way as to produce pattern-dependent
variations. These variations can affect the integrity of the final shape of the layout circuit
devices. Figure 3.1, courtesy of [11], shows wafer CD measurements for same pattern but
with different contexts.
3.3.2 Design Context Impact on Stress Variations
Figure 3.2: Stress effect on Ion for simple layout implementations.[12]
In 65nm IC technologies and above, the only stress effects considered are the Length Of
Diffusion (LOD) effects. The LOD effects are currently included in the standard BSIM4
models as the gate to nearby diffusion spacing (SA) and gate to far diffusion edge (SB)
parameters (average distance between the gate edge and the diffusion edge, as measured
from left and right sides). Below 65nm, IC foundries have started to implement other stress
parameters into the simulation models. These parameters are primarily used to account
for the proximity of the other nearby transistors in the layout design. For example now
other physical layout parameters need to be considered such as poly-to-poly spacing effect
and STI-to-STI spacing effect [80]. Figure 3.2 illustrates the current variation for different
layouts due to stress effects.
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3.4 Characterization Flow: Layout Design Context
Impact on Lithography and Stress Variations
Figure 3.3 illustrates the proposed methodology that characterizes the effect of the layout
context on process variations and how that impacts the physical and electrical variations
of standard cells [81]. The standard cells are placed in different contexts using the density
based context generator engine, afterwards lithography and stress simulations are per-
formed to identify lithography and stress hotspot layout topologies that are most sensitive
to process variations. This is then followed by an analysis to come up with a relation be-
tween hotspots and their dependency on context effect. In addition timing analysis is also
performed to come up with a relation between timing and context. These context-aware
metrics will be used to guide front end, P&R engineers and back end designers to consider
context impact during their design process.
3.4.1 Context Generator Engine
Performing silicon simulation and verification on standard cells will guarantee that the cell
is lithographically clean within the proximity conditions used when doing the simulations.
The proximity or the lithographical context surrounding the cell might change from one
design to another according to the placement of the cell in that design. This will impact
the lithographical behavior of the contours at nominal conditions and through process
variations, which in turns suggests that the silicon simulation and verifications performed
earlier for this cell might not still hold at these placement locations.
Therefore an automated script is implemented to generate the cell’s surrounding prox-
imity contexts with different densities. To generate a practical and predictable context,
instead of generating randomly as used in [13], some user-defined parameters are given to
this engine to design different context options.
The context generator then defines four regions around the chosen standard cell: top,
bottom, right and left. These regions have enough width to cover the lithographical optical
region. This is then followed by filling each region with the proper orientation and number
of standard cells that meets the pre-defined density values inside each region. Figure 3.4
illustrate the pseudo code of the context generator engine.
The user-defined parameters are used in the script:
1. Context: It is the number of cells, placed in each region surrounds by the cell,
parallel to the cell under test.
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Figure 3.3: Flow used for Extracting Context-aware metrics
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Figure 3.4: Pseudo Code for the Context Generator Engine
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2. Similar Context Cells: It represents the number of different types of cells to fill
each region.
3. Optical diameter (OD): It denotes the max filling distance away from the cell
under test.
4. Context Separation: It represents the separation distance between cell under test
and the surrounding cells.
5. Context Density : It represents the summation of the areas of the cells, filling each
region, to the total region area.
Figure 3.5: Different contexts surrounding an example of cell under test
Figure 3.5 denotes some snapshots of the dense context used in the case study. In the
top left cell , shown in Figure 3.5, the user defines only one cell to be surrounded by the
cell tested (Context =1), whereas the top right figure; two cells are used to surround the
cell tested. The bottom figures show the cell tested in different context densities, i.e., using
different (Context Density) values.
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3.5 Experiments and Results
To verify the advantage of extracting context aware design netlists, lithography and stress
variations are being characterized on different standard cells in 65nm and 45nm tech-
nologies. Context impact on the physical and electrical parameters has been studied on
individual cells. Afterwards a 65nm five gate ring oscillator design constructed to study
the effect of process variations on the oscillator’s timing and power characteristics.
3.5.1 Layout Design Context Effect on Standard Cells’ Geomet-
rical Level
As a first step in our experiments the context generator is used to generate multiple layout
contexts. As lithography variations are sensitive to the density of the same polygons, a steps
of 5% increments in the Context Density parameter is used to generate different densities
for poly and active layers. When studying stress variations, distances like active to active
and also poly to poly are the main parameters that impact stress variations. Therefore the
context generator is set to generate different locations of poly and active layers by using
steps of 5% increments in the Context Separation parameter. Also a comparison study is
performed between the stress variations that occurs when standard cells is characterized
in isolation versus standard cells located in a design-like context. After generating these
different contexts, lithography and stress simulations are performed.
In this work, the context variation has been characterized by defining: Length Safety
Zone (LSZ) metric. LSZ is defined as the acceptable context density to keep the gate
length under acceptable threshold of variation, depicted in Equation 3.1. The acceptable
variation is the standard deviation value of the different gate lengths for the different
occupancy rates.
LSZ = |LDensity − LAverage| < σ (3.1)
where LDensity is the gate length at a certain density, and LAverage is the average gate
length for all different context densities, and σ is the standard deviation of the gate lengths
variations under all these contexts. Figure 3.6 represents the gate length variations in the
inverter topology under different contexts. It is worth mentioning that the standard cells
used in our test case had dummy poly similar to [82], confirming that the impact of
manufacturing variations on devices is layout context dependent.
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Figure 3.6: Gate length variation in different design contexts
3.5.2 Layout Design Context Effect on Standard Cells’ Electrical
Level
Prediction the impact of manufacturing variations on each unique instance of the standard
cell without resorting to pre-characterization of that unique instantiation. Rather, in the
context of the design, the timing behavior of each instance of a standard cell, given its input
waveforms and wire load, is determined using a fast simulation of that cells transistors with
device parameters appropriately modified to reflect manufacturing variations [13]. The
design is traversed in a topological breadth-first order, starting from the primary inputs
of the design where the input waveforms are known and given by the user. Each instance,
as it is traversed, will have its input waveforms predetermined. The traversed instance is
simulated with the cell transistors (using modified parameters) driving the wire load. The
resulting delay across the cell instance and the waveform at its output are registered. The
output waveforms are used to drive the next instance in the topological traversal while
the delay is stored for subsequent timing check calculation. The change in timing due to
manufacturing variation is calculated as a change in delay, between the cell with nominal
device parameters and wire parasitics and the cell with modified device parameters and
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Figure 3.7: Standard cell with (a) nominal device parameters and wire parasitics exhibiting
nominal delay, td and slew, ts and (b) modified device parameters and wire parasitics
exhibiting modified delay, td1 and slew, ts1, due to manufacturing variations.[13]
wire parasitics. This is shown in Figure 3.7 where is calculated as:
∆τ = td1 − td (3.2)
For chip-power analysis, change in off-state current drawn by that instance due to shape
variation is also calculated. This change in leakage power due to manufacturing variation is
calculated as a change in power, ∆P , between the cell with nominal device parameters and
the cell with modified device parameters. This is shown in Fig 6 where ∆P is calculated
as:
∆P = Ioff1 − Ioff2 (3.3)
The leakage power for each instance of a cell is determined with and without shape
distortions using SPICE simulation of that cells transistors with nominal device parameters
and modified device parameters respectively.
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Figure 3.8: Standard cell with (a) nominal device parameters drawing leakage current,
Ioff1 and (b) modified device considering manufacturing variations drawing leakage current,
Ioff2. [13]
Lithography variations impact on Standard Cells’ Electrical Level
After generating contexts around the cell under test, we run Calibre Litho Friendly Design
(LFD) tool to create process contours for poly and active. Adjusted values for length and
width of a transistor are calculated. Multiple styles of formulas are being proposed by
EDA [83] . Some are based on creating an L/W value based on either Isat or Ioff [84].
Others are based on creating a new Ladj and Wadj.
Additionally, with more advanced tools, contours based on process variation can be
created [85]. With the same technique used for nominal contour based extraction, a more
thorough circuit analysis can be accomplished for process window. Performance based sim-
ulation of circuits using process variation information has become critical at the nanometer
technologies. In our flow we used the Mentor Contour Simplified Gate (CSG) flow.
After running LFD and CSG, the netlist of the cell’s under test netlist is extracted. The
Ldrawn and Wdrawn are replaced by Ladj and Wadj for each transistor. Spice commands that
are used to calculate timing and power values are automatically added in the extracted
netlist. The proposed flow generates automatically a table that consists of the simulation
results. Table 3.1 presents an example of the simulated results for a NAND gate.
Simulating the cell’s timing performance through the high-to-low propagation delay
(TpHL) and low-to-high propagation delay (TpLH). Figures 3.10 and 3.9 show that be-
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Table 3.1: Example of the Electrical Simulation Results for NAND gate
Context Tplh Tphl P(0,0) P(0,1) P(1,0) P(1,1)
Density% (ns) (ns) (nW) (nW) (nW) (nW)
Isolated 0.15265 0.13458 7.7515 3.77 4.515 0.638
Context 0-30% 0.15389 0.13548 7.6767 3.7333 4.472 0.632
Context 40-70% 0.148 0.132 7.43 3.61 4.36 0.634
Context 70-100% 0.14467 0.12822 7.7219 3.7518 4.5325 0.65676
havior of (TpHL) and (TpLH) are similar to Figure 3.6. As for typical inverters the rela-
tion between the high-to-low propagation delay (TpHL) and low-to-high propagation delay
(TpLH) is defined by equations 3.4 and 3.5, respectively [86]. If the output load capaci-
tance (CL) is independent of the inverter’s size (i.e., the inverter’s intrinsic capacitance is
neglected relative to the fanout and wiring capacitance, which was our case) then (TpHL)
is inversely proportional to (W/L)n. Similarly, there is an inverse proportional relation
between (TpLH) and (W/L)p , It is worth mentioning that the NMOS and PMOS gate
width variations were also monitored with context variation, and compared to the stan-
dard deviation. However, the effect of context variation on the transistor gate widths was
minor. This concludes that the variation of (TpHL) and (TpLH) are expected to follow the
same pattern as gate lengths Ln and Lp respectively.
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Stress variations impact on Standard Cells’ Electrical Level
To investigate the effect of stress due to context on the behavior of the standard cell, a
test case was developed using 45nm technology [87]. A standard cell is extracted then
simulated without context first, then for the same standard cell, a context is generated
around it then it is extracted using some modified extraction file (extract design only
under a marker layer), and then simulated. After that results between the two cases are
compared to find out how the stress due to context is really effective. Results from two
cells will be presented; first, is a basic inverter representing a combinational cell, the other
one is a flip-flop, representing a sequential cell .
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Figure 3.9: Low-to-high propagation delay (Tplh)
Figure 3.10: High-to-low propagation delay (Tphl)
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Figure 3.11: Inverter layout (Left) and flip flop layout (Right) without context
Figure 3.12: Inverter layout (Left) and flip flop layout (Right) within context
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Figure 3.11, is the layout of the inverter and flip flop standard cells without context,
while in Figure 3.12 shows the inverter and flip flop cells under context. The results that
were obtained after the simulation of the inverter test case, show that just different context
decreased the delay of the inverter by 3.5% in the rising edge, and 6.3% in the falling edge.
This change is only due to context. For the flip-flop test case, the delay of the cell is
decreased by 4.3% in the rising edge, where it decreased in the falling edge by 2.84%.
The above results show that only due to the design context the stress effect has changed
the delay of the cell by values by percentages reaching up to 6%. This means that the
stress in the cell will change according to the placement of the cell in different context, in
consequence changes the performance of the same cell if they are in different context. This
change expects to cause problems in the overall performance of the block.
3.5.3 Systematic Variations Impact on Ring Oscillator designed
at 65nm
Questions can be formulated as to the pertinence of doing this type of analysis. First
and foremost, is a time consuming analysis to adjust the length and width values of core
transistors necessary? To answer this question it is possible to look at the effect of gate
delay for a ring oscillator design. In [88] a five gate ring oscillator design using 90nm design
rules was constructed (Figure 3.13). By creating a spice netlist for frequency analysis, and
varying the L and W values in 1nm increments, a surface response curve can be created
to determine the significance of this amount of variation for a ring oscillator (see Figure
3.14). Therefore a five gate ring oscillator is designed using the 65nm standard cell library.
Analysis must be done with varying gate dimensions in silicon so that correlation of gate
performance to the extraction software can be validated. This can also be done by designing
ring oscillators with varying gate layouts to stress the variety of shapes that lithography
effects can create. Using a common gate shape for each ring oscillator, one can then
determine contour based prediction to silicon measurement for many varieties of active
and poly gate shape combinations.
Spice model constants must be adjusted to accommodate the new style metric that is
being used. This must be done in coordination with the extraction formula being used by
the contour based extraction tool. This is also part of the correlation process to silicon. The
standard constants for both the BSIM and PSP1 models must be adjusted to accommodate
the fact that lithography and etch effects are being determined by an alternative tool. This
can be accomplished by zeroing out the factors that control these offsets in the model.
For the case of this experiment, seven different process conditions to span the process
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Figure 3.13: Schematic of a ring oscillator with enable pin: (i) Logic level. (ii) Transistor
level. [14]
Figure 3.14: Frequency response curve for a 90nm five stage NAND gate ring oscillator.
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window were used for both poly and active layers. Process mathematical models are used
to generate process simulated silicon contours for the design. Since poly and active levels
are independent (from manufacturing process point of view), 49 process variations for the
gate level where generated based on seven active and seven poly contours. Calibre LFD
tool was used to extract an adjusted gate dimensions L and W for each transistor in the
oscillator. Devices were placed both in dense array layout and isolated to compare for
contextual dependencies. Using the model based extraction software, 49 spice netlists are
created to model each of the process variation combinations.
Using a SPICE simulator, a frequency and power analysis can be performed for each
case. Testbench conditions were set to standard 1V 65nm conditions. By plotting power
vs. frequency, one can observe both the variation from just doing drawn only analysis, and
also see the process window for the circuit based on the 2-sigma models (Figure 3.15).
Figure 3.15: Frequency and Power analysis for the 65nm ring oscillator using drawn device
parameters vs. process-aware device parameters.
In this experiment, power is varying 10% and frequency is varying 12% over process
window. There is a large variation from the current methodology of just using the drawn
layout to calculate performance. By plotting the surface response curve of process variation
versus performance, the effect can be visualized. Figure 3.16 shows the effect of lithography
focus and dose variation on the poly layer is plotted vs. frequency performance. Looking at
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Figure 3.16: Frequency Response Curve for Poly Lithography Effects.
Figure 3.17: Gate Delay Analysis based on the effects of dense vs. isolated gate placement.
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the amount of gate variation that is created at various process conditions vs. isolated and
dense gate layout, one can calculate the timing differences in gate delay based on layout
context dependency (Figure 3.17).
3.6 Summary
Lithography and stress variations are two dominant effects impacting the functionality and
performance of designs at 65nm and below. In addition; proximity effects from neighboring
cells, significantly influence the lithography process and stress variations values. Therefore
studying the design context has to be considered in any variability-aware circuit analysis.
In understanding the accuracy demands of nanometer design simulation, there is a need
to accurately characterize the process variations. It has been proved that characterizing
the standard cells in isolation and lack of awareness of the design context would lead to an
inaccurate circuit analysis. This chapter proposed a methodology to characterize the design
context impact on the process variations and hence on the cell’s electrical parameters. The
main contributions of the proposed methodology are listed as follows:
• Design context awareness: Context generator engine was implemented to simulate
the design context effect.
• Study the effects of different systematic variations such as lithography and stress
effects.
• A quantitative study of the impact of systematic variations for different circuits’
electrical and geometrical behavior
The design context-aware process variations were examined on 65nm and 45nm indus-
trial standard cell libraries and a 65nm five stage NAND ring oscillator. Results showed
that power and frequency depends on the systematic process variations.
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Chapter 4




In modern semiconductor industry, simulations of manufacturing processes are required to
ensure circuit manufacturability. Fast and accurate lithography simulation is a key enabling
technology [89] in the design-to-manufacturing flow. These computational lithography
applications [90], [91] have recently received many interests [92], [93]. The major challenges
in analyzing and enhancing digital designs for process variations, are the huge number of
devices that highly impact the simulation runtime. In addition, most of the state-of-the-art
design enhancement techniques are based on: ”Fixing during Design” philosophy. As
the simulations will predict the expected hotspot areas in the designs, afterwards these
hotspot areas are sent back for physical layout modification or for DFM-aware placement
and routing [94].
This work presents a ”Fix before Design” philosophy through a software framework
aimed at improving the manufacturability of a given standard cell library. Our proposed
systematic variation-aware tool is a simulation-based flow, however there are techniques
that are introduced to avoid the expensive full process window lithography simulation tim-
ing. In addition the flow incorporates some key features that make the re-characterization
fully DFM-aware, by analyzing the gate length variations under:
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• Different process conditions throughout the complete process window.
• Different design contexts using density based context variation.
• Different RET aggressiveness.
DFM metrics are extracted from this flow, such as the optimum placement locations of
standard cells, which can guide the designer for a more robust and manufacture-aware
placement and routing design. This flow is verified by re-designing the critical paths of
45nm Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filter circuit using the DFM-aware library.
4.2 Background
Recently, other solutions perform timing analysis to standard cells, such as [13] and [82],
however the proposed fully automated methodology presented in this chapter, differs from
the other work done such by the following:
1. As the lithographical simulations that include different process window conditions are
crucial for verification of designs for technology nodes of deep sub-wavelength critical
dimension, the runtime penalty of simulating at different process condition is large.
Analytical methods that accounts for different lithographical simulation are limited
to few process window conditions such as dose, focus and overlay shift. New technique
is used to filter redundant combination of process conditions, pick specific conditions
that need to be passed to electrical extraction, and mark placements of cells that will
result in different lithographical simulation results. The suggested method named
Isolated Process Point Engine (IPPE) can account for any changing parameter that
need to be considered in the process window simulations, and provide a systematic
way to filter redundant process conditions through contours comparisons. Moreover
this analysis is done once per technology and no need to re-run this engine for each
design. (IPPE) identifies the optimum and unique process conditions that repre-
sent the total process variation. This engine helps to reduces computation time by
avoiding the simulation of all possible process and lithography conditions
and instead use optimized number of process conditions that is proven to
represent the complete process window while not compromising the quality of
simulation.
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2. The proposed flow examines the effect of different Resolution Enhancement Tech-
niques (RET) recipes on timing and power analysis. Since lithographic contours
are highly dependent on the RET techniques applied to a design [95], having the
flexibility to examine different RET recipes is key for proper standard cell character-
ization. Besides considering different RET aggressiveness into the re-characterization
flow, several new RET design concepts can be concluded from this feature as well,
such as selective RET concept, where the RET engineer can define smartly the RET
aggressiveness needed based on the type of the cell used and its location in the chip.
3. Several manufacturability aware metrics are proposed to be added to the standard
cell library in a format that is understood by place and route tools. These metrics will
better quantify the robustness of standard cell to layout context variations, and also
guide the placement tool where would be the optimum location to place the standard
cell. In addition a design-aware metric is also proposed for the RET engineers during
their post layout operations aiding them to smartly selective the proper and optimum
RET aggressiveness for such design.
4.3 DFM-aware standard cell re-characterization flow
Figure 4.1 illustrates the proposed flow for litho-aware standard cells characterization [96],
while figure 4.2 shows the pseudo code used to implement the flow. The first step in
this methodology,is placing the standard cells in different contexts using the density based
context generator engine. Secondly, RET is applied on these cells, with different aggres-
siveness. In the third step, the lithography contours are simulated at a specific process
condition, to identify layout topologies that are sensitive to this process condition, known
as litho-hotspots. Lithography simulations are repeated at different process conditions to
cover the complete lithography process variations. This step is done using CalibreTMLFD
for predicting the manufacturing variability through process variation. By accurately sim-
ulating the different effects of the lithographic process this enables designers to make
trade-off decisions early, resulting in a design that is more robust and less sensitive to
the lithographic process window. Calibre LFD use a built-in function known as Process
Variability bands (PV-bands) [97] [98]. To generate the PV-bands, all different process
corners conditions need to be fed to the simulator. However to simulate all expected pro-
cess conditions, a major runtime issue will show up. To understand the issue, let us assume
the variation in the lithography process is caused by variation in the dose of the light that
varies, for example, from 90% to 110% from its nominal value. To cover this range, steps of
10 dose conditions are considered. Another source of lithography variation is the variation
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Figure 4.1: Proposed Flow for Implementing DFM-Aware Standard Cell Library
in the wafer position which can get out of focus +/- 100nm from its best focus, studied
by steps of 10 conditions as well. This means 100 different cases for optical lithography
dose and focus variations. These 100 simulations runs need to be repeated for at least 3
different RET aggressiveness. In addition, one set of simulations need to be applied for the
poly layer and another set for active layer. To study the design context effect at least 10
different layout contexts are used for each standard cell. All these simulations need to be
repeated for each standard cell in the library, which can result into nearly 2 million runs
assuming we have an average of 300 std cells. However to overcome this issue, the Isolated
Process Point engine, which will be described in more details in subsection 4.3.1, is used to
supply the Calibre LFD tool with the optimum process conditions that accurately repre-
sents the complete set of process conditions and reduce the number of required simulations
by nearly 90%.
The fourth step in the proposed flow, is to analyze and check the variations induced
in each standard cell under different conditions of RET aggressiveness, process conditions
and context densities. A database is generated for each standard cell simulating the vari-
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Figure 4.2: Pseudo Code for the DFM-Aware Standard Cell Library Engine
ation effect under different conditions. Afterwards DFM-aware metrics is calculated to
indicate the best conditions were standard cell which will be mostly immune towards pro-
cess variations. Finally this standard cell, with its DFM metrics, will be updated into the
DFM-aware library.
It is important not to forget that the above standard cells’ electrical characteristics are
highly dependent on the resolution enhancement techniques (RETs) used in the analysis.
Therefore in our flow, we demonstrate the impact of different RET settings on the standard
cells’ behavior.
In the following subsection the Isolated Process Point engine will be discussed in detail.
4.3.1 Isolated Process Point Engine (IPPE)
Technology nodes that have critical dimensions of sub-wavelengths have shown limitations
of purely geometric DRC verification techniques, and many cases have been reported where
through process lithographical simulations have shown inadequate design structures that
were not captured by DRC [99]. Given the fact that different process window conditions
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should be taken into account while performing the layout verification, many questions come
into the picture. What are the parameters that will be changing during the simulations?
What is the range of values to be considered for each parameter? Taking into account
the extremes for each range, will this be sufficient? Or do we need to take into account
intermediate conditions? If we plan to do electrical extractions from the litho contours,
how to pick the conditions for extraction? What is the runtime penalty? Would process
window simulations be done once at the standard cell level? Or would we still need full
chip verification?
The idea behind the IPPE is to reduce the number of process window conditions that
need to be considered in a process window simulation while not sacrificing the accuracy of
the simulation. This can significantly cut computation time. This process is done once per
technology. Examples of process window conditions include the lithographic image focus,
exposure dose, mask overlay shift, mask size, or any other parameters that might appeal
to the user. IPPE picks one process condition from a set of process window conditions
that result in similar contours. Isolated Process Point Engine takes as an input all the
lithographic parameters that need to be considered in the process window simulation; in
our experiments lithographic image focus, exposure dose are used. The practical range for
each of these parameters is provided as well as the step size. Afterwards, the lithographic
contours from all combinations of parameters are generated. Each contour resulting from a
specific process condition is checked for similarity against all the other generated contours.
Figure 4.3 illustrates the pseudo code for the IPPE engine. The basic approach when
comparing different polygons using a DRC tool is to perform an XOR operation. This
is the first step used in the suggested engine. Later steps will use the results from this
XOR operation and perform another two operations in order to decide if these contours are
similar or not. These operations are called, macro window sample and the micro window
sample respectively.
Macro Window Sample
The area of the XOR results will give an indication of how similar these two contours
are, if the two contours are identical then the area of the XOR result should be equal to
zero, higher values for the area consequently means bigger difference between the contours.
The absolute value of the area by itself is not enough to judge whether the contours are
similar or not. Normalization of this value to the value of the layout polygon producing
these contours would be more meaningful. For example if the normalized result is 50% this
means the contours are very different, while values like 0.02% means they are very similar,
and so on.
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Figure 4.3: Pseudo Code for the IPPE engine
Figure 4.4: Different cases for contour comparison results using the big window knob
operation
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This operation will catch the general similarity between the two contours under inves-
tigation, however some case might be encountered where the value of the macro window
sample is small, but there are some high local area differences. To deal with local differences
the micro window sample operation is used.
Figure 4.4 shows three different cases for XOR of different contours. Case 1 is the left
most picture where the contours are nearly identical and the XOR area is very small, Case
2 is the middle picture that shows low value for the macro window sample but there exists
a local high difference between the contours that is not captured by this operation, Case
3 is the right most picture that shows high value for the macro window sample and two
different contours.
However, the macro window operation by itself is not sufficient to decide if the contours
are similar or not. There can be a situation where two contours have only one large local
difference, but not large enough to exceed the pre-defined threshold, causing the contours
to be treated similar. Therefore the macro window operation is followed by a micro window
operation.
Micro Window Sample
The micro sample operation is a scanning operation. A small square of few nano meters
side length is swept over the XOR result from the two contours under test, the area of the
XOR result inside the square is reported for different locations as the scanning progresses.
If there is a location where the value of the area of the XOR result is larger than a given
threshold, then this means there is a local difference at this spot, and the contours can
not be considered similar. Figure 4.5 shows the small scanning window, the window runs
over the XOR results in all directions, the area of the XOR result is checked every time
the square steps in positions.
The micro window operation by itself is not sufficient to decide if the contours are
similar or not. There can be a situation where the area inside the scanning square is
always less than threshold but when all areas are summed, the overall difference is large
enough to consider the contours different.
The complete flow for comparing the similarity between to process conditions is shown
in figure 4.6.
Having a systematic methodology for deciding if two contours are similar or not, we can
reduce the number of process window conditions that need to be considered in a process
window simulation by picking one process window condition from a set of process window
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Figure 4.5: Micro window scanning square
Figure 4.6: Flow for comparison of similarity between two process window conditions
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conditions that result in similar contours. The IPPE takes as an input all the parameters
that need to be considered in the process window simulation, example: focus, dose, overlay
shift, size, and any other parameters that might appeal to the user of this application.
The range and the grid of sampling for each parameter is given to the tool, contours from
all different combinations of parameters are generated. Each contour resulting from a
specific process condition is checked for similarity against all the other generated contours.
Comparisons are made using the macro and micro window operations, and finally one
contour is picked out of each similar group of contours.
Figure 4.7 shows quantitatively the input/output of the IPPE. From a matrix of (m*n)
combinations, where m and n are the number of steps that represents the image focus, and
exposure dose ranges the IPPE was able to define only 3 combinations that optimally can
represent the (m*n) combinations. A thorough simulation for the input matrix can take
considerable runtime, but the merit here is it is only needed once. The reduced output
matrix can then be used whenever process window simulations are needed.
Figure 4.7: Inputs and outputs to and from IPPE engine
The picked contours are the ones really needed to describe the process variations, any
other contour will have a contour representing it in this set. Electrical properties extrac-
tions through process window can rely on this set of selected contours only. There will be
no need to consider every other condition, this makes circuit simulations through process
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Figure 4.8: Left: Matrix of input conditions. Right: Selected process conditions shaded in
grey
window more feasible and less time consuming concerning the runtime.
A standard cell of 65nm and 45nm poly technologies are used as the test vehicle for the
tool, only focus and dose parameters are considered as the process variable parameters, a
total of 21 focus conditions spanning the range from -100 nm to +100nm defocus, and 11
dose conditions spanning the range from 0.9 to 1.1 dose values normalized to the nominal
dose value. The input matrix to IPPE is a 21 x 11 matrix of 231 elements, after running
IPPE only 34 conditions are picked. Figure 4.8 shows the input and output matrix of
conditions.
The process variability bands due to the input matrix are calculated, and also the pro-
cess variability bands due to the output matrix of selected process conditions are simulated.
Figure 4.9 shows nearly identical bands. This means that we can safely use the reduced
matrix without losing any of the contours that might occur during the process variations.
Previous studies [99], [100], [101], [102], show that some analytical techniques can
help to minimize the process window conditions used in lithographical simulations, these
methods usually are constrained to dose, focus and overlay shift. However, this method
relies directly on the generated contours from each process condition, any parameter can
be tested for variations. The input matrix to IPPE can be multi-dimensional not limited
to two or three, but can be more according to the users needs. Accuracy of process
window models through different process window conditions must be verified in order to
get accurate results from the IPPE tool [103] .
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Figure 4.9: Left: Test polygon. Middle: PV bands of input matrix. Right: PV bands of
output reduced matrix
Figure 4.10: Comaprison between bands from process window corners and reduced condi-
tions to the bands obtained from the input matrix
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A thorough simulation for the input matrix can take considerable runtime, but the
merit here is it is only needed once. The reduced output matrix can then be used whenever
process window simulations are needed.
Comparisons between process variability bands obtained from extreme conditions of
the process and the bands from the reduced conditions to the original bands from all
process conditions are shown in figure 4.10, it is seen that the extreme values for process
window does not always result in the worst contours, some intermediate conditions can
cause contours that are worst than contours from extreme conditions. This proves the
value of using reduction techniques rather than considering the process corners, because
this captures the actual limits for the contours through process more accurately.
4.4 Experiments and Results
4.4.1 Standard cell library re-characterization
In order to verify the advantage of the proposed flow, two standard cell libraries at 65nm
and 45nm technologies, are re-characterized. The variations in each standard cell are
examined and monitored. As a first step, the context generator is set to generate multiple
surrounding proximity contexts using steps of 5% increments in the context density.
Major knobs in the RET settings impacts the RET aggressiveness and hence its accu-
racy. Optical Proximity Correction (OPC), one of the RET techniques, is often run on
the entire chip at once. The OPC algorithm involves subdividing polygons into smaller
shapes or edge segments (fragmentation), moving or adding to the shapes, performing a
fast simulation to determine if the new locations are better, moving them somewhere else,
and iteratively repeating this process. Simulation-based OPC is complex and involves sim-
ulation of various process effects, which may be accomplished by computing a weighted
sum of pre-simulated results for simple edges and corners that are stored in a library. In
our example a set of seven RET recipes are generated with different aggressiveness, i.e.
different set of fragmentation and iterations. One set for active layer and another set for
poly layer. Afterwards the seven RET recipes of each layer are applied on a layout that
contains the complete standard cell library. For each RET run, the Edge Placement Er-
rors (EPEs) for all fragments in this layout is calculated and illustrated in a Gaussian-like
histogram (Figure 4.11). From each of these histograms the mean, standard deviation and
percentage number of fragments that have zero EPEs (peak %) are extracted. To cate-
gorize the RET recipes from less aggressive (weak) up to most aggressive, the following
paramters are checked:
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• Mean value: The most optimized recipe must have smallest mean value, i.e. closest
to zero nm EPE.
• Standard deviation: The most optimized recipe must have smallest standard devia-
tion value.
• Peak %: The most optimized recipe must have the largest peak percentage value.
Three selected RET recipes as weak, moderate and aggressive RET recipes. These three
recipes are used in our analysis.
Figure 4.11: EPE histogram for different RET aggressiveness
In this work, the context variation has been characterized by monitoring two built in
metrics in CalibreTMtool, Design Variability Index (DVI) representing the design sensitivity
and Process Variability Index (PVI) representing the process sensitivity [97]. The DVI
score indicates how likely the variations in the simulated CD on wafer will negatively
impact yield. DVI represents proportion of the area under investigation that is problematic
(the total area on the error layers divided by the total area). This index is best used by





While the PVI score indicates the degree to which printing is impacted by changes in
the process. It represents the ratio of PV-band layer data to target layer data. When you
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perform multiple process variation experiments on the same layer, all the experiments are





After calculating the CD Variations, PVI and DVI values for a standard cell under
different contexts and RET aggressiveness, two proposed metrics are extracted: Context
Safety Zone (CSZ) and Context Robustness (CR). CSZ is defined as the maximum accept-
able context variation, depicted and described as follows:
CSZ = Density at the maximum of (PV Iminimum + σPV I) or (DV Iminimum + σDV I)
where σ is the standard deviation of the process and design variations under all possible
context densities.
The context safety zone is a useful metric that can guide the way a circuit is synthesized
and/or place and routed. At the synthesis phase, a library of standard cells is placed in
context that is considered immune to variability. Figures 4.12 and 4.13 represents the
process variations in the AOI topology under different contexts. In this example, the
PVI standard deviation under all possible context densities was equal to 2.1 and for DVI
standard deviation equal to 0.75. It can be seen, in Figures 4.12 and 4.13, that this AOI
topology will experience high process variations on the transistors dimensions when used
in less dense areas <55%, while this AOI will be nearly immune to process variations when
its context has an Context Density >55%. It is worth mentioning that the standard cells
used in our test case had dummy poly similar to what was recommended in [82], confirming
that the impact of manufacturing variations on devices is layout context dependent.
Another metric we defined in our methodology is the Context Robustness (CR). CR
is a statistical parameter that represents the robustness of a cell to the context variation
(defined using equation 4.3) . This metric is useful to give the designer an indication how





where the mean is the average value of DVI through context variations and the coeffi-
cient of variation (CV) is defined as the ratio of the standard deviation to the mean . CR
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Figure 4.12: Design Sensitivity for AOI cell under different RET aggressiveness
Figure 4.13: Process Sensitivity for AOI cell under different RET aggressiveness
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Table 4.1: DFM-properties for different Standard cells
CSZ CR RET agg
AOI211X4MTH > 55% 79.3% mod
DFFNRHX1MTH > 80% 92.2% mod
CLKINVX1MTH > 45% 90.1% weak
NAND3X2MTH > 50% 93.4% high
is checked for different RET aggressiveness. For the AOI example, the CR is 79.3% robust
against context variation.
RET Aggressiveness Guidance is a third metric that can give the RET designers a
clue on the RET aggressiveness needed on the different standard cells placed in the design
so the fabricated design meets layout target. Based on the total Edge Placement Errors
(EPEs) resulted from each RET runs, in addition checking which RET that gives the most
context robustness (CR); we proposed the proper aggressiveness needed for each standard
cell. It was concluded that moderate RET could be good enough to have an AOI standard
cell that is immune to process variations.
Finally the conclusions mentioned above and the extracted metrics are attached to the
AOI cell while developing the DFM-aware library. This work has been extended to cover
other standard cells. Table 4.1 summarizes the DFM properties for randomly selected
standard cells such as combinational cells, sequential cells and clocks.
4.4.2 DFM-aware Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filter designed
at 45nm
To verify the accuracy of the DFM-aware standard cell library, the critical paths of an
industrial 45nm FIR circuit (Figure 4.14), is designed with the DFM-aware standard cells.
Figure 4.15 illustrates the proposed methodology for analyzing the process variations
on the critical path in a digital design. The first step is defining the critical paths in the
design by using the P&R tools. Then five different netlists for the same critical paths are
generated for delay calculations:
1. Netlist using the default litho and stress values from the original standard cell char-
acterization. In other words, using the layout original values for the litho-dependent
parameters (L, W) and the stress-dependent parameters (SA and SB) without con-
text awareness.
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Figure 4.14: FIR Layout after Placement and Routing
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2. Netlist using DFM-aware standard cells that were only characterized for lithography
effects. This netlist is used only for analysis purpose.
3. Netlist using DFM-aware standard cells that were only characterized for stress effects.
This netlist is used only for analysis purpose.
4. Netlist using DFM-aware standard cells that were characterized for lithography and
stress effects.
5. Netlist using the extracted litho and stress parameters from the actual and full FIR
layout using silicon simulation (Figure 4.16). For each standard cell in the critical
path, the design-aware stress parameters such as the SA and SB parameters are
extracted. In other words, the transistor stress parameters are re-evaluated by taking
into account the real design context, instead of the parameters that are pre-defined
in the standard cell netlist. These proximity parameters are extracted by LVS and
updated in each standard cell transistor level netlist. Regarding the lithography
effects, an industrial design kit containing look up tables for the equivalent L and W
values according to their context, is used instead of full chip lithography simulation.
Table 4.2: Timing reports simulating standard netlist versus process-aware netlists
Path 1 (ps) Path 2 (ps)
Netlist 1 3368.834 3509.546
Netlist 2 3361.22 3491.88
Netlist 3 3100.966 3293.622
Netlist 4 3082.414 3256.776
Netlist 5 3035.22 3204.632
Table 4.2 lists the path delay calculated by different netlists. Several interesting obser-
vations can be drawn from our study:
1. Context awareness characterization is necessary: There is nearly a deviation
of 250-300 ps, equivalent to 10% error in timing calculations, between the delay
simulated using context-aware netlists (Netlists 2,3,4,5) versus delays calculated from
Netlist 1, where litho and stress dependent parameters characterized without context
information.
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Figure 4.15: Generating 1- Default 2- Litho-only 3-Stress-only 4-Litho and Stress 5- Real
Design Context -aware critical path netlists
Figure 4.16: Generating the real design context critical path netlist
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2. Accuracy of the DFM tool: Comparing Netlist 4 with Netlist 5, indicates that
the characterization of the standard cells using the proposed solution gives a good
predication of real design context (around 1% error in timing calculations).
3. Lithography vs. Stress: Comparing Netlist 2 with Netlist 3, indicates that lithog-
raphy effects contribute to the timing variations in a less matter than stress effects.
However this can not be a general conclusion to any other designs.
4. Qualifying the Standard Cell Library: Even though an industrial standard cell
library is used in these experiments, it is worth mentioning that using a 45nm open
source standard cell library where context awareness characterization was not per-
formed during library characterization, can substantially impact the results. The
FreePDK45 design kit [104] shows that the delay response due to the lithography
variations only exhibits a behavior with a variation as high as 20ps per cell. It is
evident that the timing variation is highly dependent on the characterization method-
ology. This conclusion supports the importance of implementing a DFM-aware stan-
dard cell library and using the updated library in the P&R. Lately, the high-tech
industrial foundries have recognized the importance of DFM-aware standard cell re-
characterization, and they started to characterize their advanced node standard cell
libraries taking into considerations the lithography, stress and context impact.
4.5 Summary
In understanding the accuracy demands of nanometer design simulation, there is a need to
add the capability of using silicon simulation based DFM solution to calculate standard cell
characteristics. In this chapter we introduced a Fix before Design software framework
aimed at improving the manufacturability of a given standard cell library. The main
contributions of the proposed CAD solution are listed as follows:
• Reduce the design development cycles and the multiple design respins that arise
from other ”Fixing during Design” DFM solutions by providing a robust designs from
the first design cycles.
• The proposed CAD solution re-characterizes the standard cell under different de-
sign contexts and Resolution Enhancement Techniques (RET).
• Dramatically reduce the lithography simulation runtime by introducing a
novel engine that intelligently groups similar lithography effects within different pro-
cess conditions.
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To validate this work, we have re-designed the critical paths of FIR filter circuit using
the DFM-aware library. An error of 1% was the difference when comparing the timing of
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With the continuous development of today’s technology, IC design becomes a more complex
process. The designer now not only takes care of the normal design and layout parameters
as usual, but also needs to consider the process variation impact on the design to preserve
the same chip functionality with no failure during fabrication. In the current process,
schematic designers go through extensive simulations to cover all the possible variations of
their design parameters and hence of the design functionality. At the same time, layout
designers perform time-consuming process-aware simulations (such as lithography simula-
tions) on the full chip layout, which impacts the design turn-around time. In this chapter,
we present a fast physical and electrical-aware Design-For-Manufacturability (DFM) solu-
tion that detects hotspot areas in the full chip design without requiring extensive electrical
and process simulations. Novel algorithms are proposed to implement the engines that are
used to develop this solution. Our proposed flow is examined on a 45 nm industrial Finite
Impulse Response (FIR) full chip filter. The proposed methodology is able to define a list
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of electrical hotspot devices located on the FIR critical path that experience up to 17%
variation in their DC current values due to the effect of process and design context. The
total runtime needed to identify and detect these electrical hotspots on the full chip takes
only minutes, compared to hours and days when using conventional electrical and process
simulations.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: State-of-the-art hotspot detection
solutions and their limitations are discussed in section 5.2. Section 5.3 depicts the proposed
flow and algorithms entailed in implementing the engines used in the flow. To verify its
usefulness, the proposed methodology is examined on a FIR filter, and the results are
highlighted in Section 5.4. Finally, our concluding remarks are given in Section 5.5.
5.2 Background
As technology migrates from 90nm down to 45nm, it is increasingly difficult to achieve
fast yield ramp due to random defects, process variations, systematic yield problems, and
other limitations referred to as design for manufacturing (DFM) issues. At 90nm and
below, these problems often appear as layout hotspots. To avoid downstream yield and
manufacturing problems relating to layout hotspots, it is imperative that hotspots are
addressed by different DFM techniques, as will be discussed shortly. Successful DFM
techniques ensure high fabrication yield by incorporating manufacturability-aware models
into the design stage to identify and remove potentially problematic process hotspots.
5.2.1 Rule-based Hotspot Detection
Hotspots have to be detected before they can be corrected. Typically, fabs use design
rules to represent hotspots [105], however, this representation is inadequate. Some manu-
facturability issues are not local, for instance, lithography effects involve interactions over
longer distances than typical minimum spacing rules. Complex conditional rules and rec-
ommended rules have been added to compensate some of this inadequacy; however, entirely
using design rules for hotspot representation is resulting in an explosion of the design rule
library.
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5.2.2 Model/Simulation-based Hotspot Detection
To address the limitations of design rules some process models have been incorporated
to analyze and drive corrections during the design stage. For instance, some design flows
include a full chip simulator to verify the design and identify potential hotspots [106], [107],
[108]. However, these approaches have two major limitations [105]:
1. Lack of knowledge of downstream steps. It is impossible to accurately model certain
downstream processing steps such as OPC recipes. On the other hand, simple aerial
image-based lithography simulations often tag regions that can be easily corrected
using mask synthesis techniques. This over-estimation of hotspots is wasteful and
can produce an unnecessary burden on the designers.
2. Computational burden. Certain process models are computationally expensive and
hard to incorporate during physical design.
A currently prevailing approach to detect hotspots is to predict the resist pattern by
applying a rigorous full chip post-OPC simulation and customer-defined checks [109], [110].
It is flagged as a hotspot if a certain configuration does not pass the checks, and the de-
tected hotspots are corrected accordingly. A full chip simulation is usually computationally
extensive, thus increasing the design-to-production time.
5.2.3 Pattern Matching-based Hotspot Detection
A pattern matching methodology has been developed to locate hotspots by scanning a
layout using sample hotspots [111]. Pattern Matching is another approach that allows
design, manufacturing, and failure analysis teams to identify, isolate, and define specific
geometric configurations (patterns) directly from a design layout. Once recognized and
defined, these patterns can be added to a pattern library that can be used by different
pattern matching engines to automatically scan designs for matching patterns. Pattern
matching itself is a very fast and efficient tool to identify hotspots, however, the population
of sample hotspots is usually huge if they directly come from an off-line full chip post-OPC
simulation. Therefore it is preferable if all the sample hotspots can be classified into groups
and the representative hotspot of each group is then used for pattern matching. Thus when
all the hotspots have been located, they are already classified into groups. Hotspots found
in one trial of pattern matching belong to the same class as the sample hotspot used for
this pattern matching trial. Furthermore, if a fixing solution is developed for the sample
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hotspot, it can likely be applied to most of other hotspots in the same class. However such
techniques experience from the following two major drawbacks:
1. Accuracy vs. Runtime tradeoff. The accuracy of the pattern matching technique
depends on the quality of the pattern library (i.e. the number of patterns identified
and added into the library). On the other hand too many patterns will lead to high
over-estimate rate, and will directly increase the runtime of the flow and more false
alarm rate.
2. Purely geometrical-based. Today, many of the hotspot detection approaches
that use pattern matching techniques identify critical areas in the chip that are
especially susceptible to defects. Additionally, they identify the proximity effects
caused by the lithography process. However, these pattern matching tools are purely
”geometric,” without any knowledge of the electrical characteristics of the shapes
that are manufactured in silicon [112]. Even other methods that incorporate modern
data mining and machine learning methods [113] into hotspot detection tasks still
deal with hotspots as purely geometric.
5.2.4 Electrical-driven Hotspot Detection
While the previous techniques may be useful in identifying/fixing functional failures, and
increasing overall yield by a few percentage points, they completely ignore the more im-
portant category of parametric failures. At 130nm and above, parametric failures are neg-
ligible compared to functional failures. At 90nm, they become significant, and at 65nm,
parametric failures become the single most critical yield-limiting factor [114] [115].
Electrical-driven DFM solutions have been proposed [95], [116] and [117] showing fair
results and good performance, however these solutions were directed to reduce only lithog-
raphy variations by proposing performance-driven Optical Proximity Correction (OPC)
solutions and standard cell re-characterization.
In this solution, a novel electrically-aware device parameter-based matching technique
is proposed for hotspot detection. The device parameters represented in the SPICE models
contain different abstracts of information, such as the layout geometry, the design context
and proximity effect on process variation, and the electrical information (Figure 5.1). Our
technique enables an electrically and manufacturability-aware solution that tackles para-
metric yield issues. The fast and fully automated proposed CAD flow incorporates some
key features, as follows:
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Figure 5.1: From Layout to Spice Instance Parameters. [12]
• Process and electrically-aware hotspot analysis
The proposed solution presented in this chapter specifically addresses the parametric
performance modeling problems encountered at smaller geometries. As this solution
drives design requirements into physical layout design, and moves layout awareness
upstream into design and SPICE models, a lot of useful information about the design
(on the physical and electrical level) is captured, analyzed and simulated. Afterwards,
this information is used during the physical layout verification stage to identify the
parametric failures known as electrical hotspots.
• Ultra fast electrical-DFM (e-DFM) solution, eliminating the need for full
chip simulation
The electrical-DFM (e-DFM) solutions currently available perform extremely com-
plex simulations on literally tens of millions of transistors. The commonly used
methods on the front-end design stage, including corners simulation, Monte Carlo
analysis, and others, are time-consuming tasks. At the same time, layout designers
perform time-consuming process-aware simulations such as lithography, chemical me-
chanical polishing (CMP), and critical area analysis (CAA), and then perform verifi-
cation checks such as Litho-Friendly Design (LFD) and stress checks. In the proposed
method, we introduce a smart device matching technique, where the devices whose
SPICE parameter values are within a given tolerance are smartly grouped together.
The electrical behavior is very similar for all the devices in the same group. Unique
devices are then selected from each set. Simulation time can be greatly reduced by
simulating only these unique devices, and then mapping the electrical variation to the
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rest of the devices in same group. At the same time, the process-aware simulations
that are usually performed on the full chip layout are instead performed on areas
where the devices that are considered critical or sensitive to variations are located.
• Automated intent driven design solution
Few standard practices have been established among designers, especially regarding
communication of the design’s intent to those who layout the chip [118]. This is true
from company to company, but also between design groups within the same orga-
nization. Existing methods, such as placement of text notes on schematics, manual
annotation of schematic printouts, and even verbal instruction, have proven to be
inadequate. Improving this communication avoids major layout rework that adds
significant time to the design cycle. Important design requirements that are essen-
tial for parametric performing silicon must be properly captured and communicated
to the layout designers. In the proposed flow, we present a fully automated engine
that not only captures electrical variation constraints resulting from the physical and
parametric yield analysis (such as current density, Vth, and mobility variations), but
also captures the designer’s intent regarding proper layout crafting recommendations
to better manage the different electrical variation issues (such as device symmetry
and orientation, device width segment matching, net balancing, devices to be iso-
lated by guard rings, etc.). These constraints are propagated from the schematic
level into layout rules to eliminate discrepancies between schematic design and lay-
out. The physical and process verification step is now performed directly on the
hotspot areas. In addition, the proposed design methodology guarantees that all de-
sign constraints/recommendations are met (when feasible), thus providing a robust
and efficient design environment that reduces design costs and time-to- market.
• Ability to address different types of process variations: Lithography effects,
Chemical Mechanical Polishing (CMP) effects, stress effects, and more.
5.3 Proposed Flow Overview: Design and Electrical
Driven Hotspot Detection solution
Figure 5.2 illustrates the proposed DFM solution used for physical and electrical hotspot
detection on a full chip design [119]. The flow can be divided into the following steps:















































2. Grouping the transistors based on their device parameters,
3. Electrical and process analysis performed on samples from each group,
4. Identifying electrical/process hotspots and defining design recommendations on the
schematic level,
5. Linking the schematic database to the layout database,
6. Generating and running local physical verification rules checks,
7. Fixing the electrical hotspots on the physical layout.
The first step in this methodology is extracting the SPICE netlist from the layout level.
This netlist not only has the circuit information, but also the real-design context and the
parasitic information. Theoretically, the netlist can be extracted from the schematic de-
sign and the electrical hotspots can still be identified. However, using the SPICE netlist
that is extracted from layout provides insight into layout context that in turn impacts
the electrical behavior of the circuit. This step is followed by using the newly developed
Device Parameters Matching engine. The user has the option to define the list of different
parameters to match. For example, Figure 5.3 shows a sample of the stress related param-
eters inside SPICE models [9]. These parameters gets different values based on the design
context. The Device Parameters Matching engine quickly identifies similar devices that
have similar device parameters values within a given tolerance. The similar devices are
then grouped together. This engine will be described more later in section 5.3.1. The third
step in this flow is picking a sample from each group and simulate the different samples,
eliminating the need for full-chip electrical simulation. As will be shown in section 5.4,
our full chip simulation results prove that all devices in the same group behave the same
electrically, with negligible differences. Based on the electrical behavior of each group, we
can identify and prioritize the groups based on their electrical variations and how these
variations would impact the design specifications. This analysis gives us an idea of the
critical devices that are sensitive to process variations. In addition, this information poses
several physical design information, such as the different critical paths, pair of devices to
be symmetry, net matching, and more. Once these sensitive devices, with their electrical
constraints and physical design recommendations, are identified, another developed tool
is used to capture this information and highlight the electrical hotspots on the layout
database. In addition, physical layout rules and lithography-aware checks are generated to
be used in the physical verification step.
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Figure 5.3: Stress Effect related SPICE Parameters. [9]
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Litho analysis and physical verification are performed using different CalibreTMverification
tools [120]. The physical verification step is performed not on the full-chip data, but on
the specific devices that have been identified as electrical hotspots. Finally, different fixing
algorithms can be applied on the hotspot devices.
In the following subsections, the Device Parameter Matching engine and the Intent
Driven Design engine are discussed in more depth.
5.3.1 Smart Device Parameters Matching Engine
Analyzing circuit behavior after extracting lithography and stress effects from the layout
requires simulating the electrical circuit with the lithography and stress parameters added
to the SPICE model. For digital circuits, the goal is to find transistors whose behavior
were affected by the lithography process and silicon stress such that their output current
can no longer drive their load. In other words, we are looking for critical transistors whose
delta current (i.e., difference in current before and after lithography and stress effects are
applied), is larger than a certain value. The process of re-simulating the electrical circuit
adds a new stage for designers to consider, which consequently affects the total budget
for the tapeout flow. Optimizing simulation time for this stage is required to minimize
its impact on the total design budget. The Device Parameters Matching engine is used to
optimize the electrical simulation time. In section 5.4 we illustrate the simulation time and
how it dramatically reduces the runtime using the conventional simulation methods. Com-
parisons of the results are also presented, showing no loss in accuracy. The methodology,
as described in the pseudo code (Figure 5.4), relies on grouping the circuit transistors into
groups of similar transistors, where similarity is defined as matching the values of their
SPICE model parameters (Figure 5.5). With these groups, we only need to understand
the delta current that occurs in one of the transistor groups to be able to later map this
delta to all the other transistors in the same group. Matching of each individual parameter
does not have to be exact; there can be some tolerance in each parameter that depends on
the sensitivity of the electrical behavior of the transistor with respect to that parameter.
Adding the tolerances allows for higher groupings or segmentation of the layout into a
manageable set of groups of transistors.
Extending the idea of grouping, other models can be applied that further optimize
the simulation time for this stage. For example, one model could store the results of the
simulation into a library where representative transistors from each group are mapped to
their corresponding delta currents. The library could be used to benefit from simulations
of a prior design when creating a new design, or it could be utilized when there are iterative
layout corrections and tests of the same design.
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5.3.2 Intent Driven Design Engine
Figure 5.6: Intent Driven Design Flow
The proposed flow (Figure 5.6) automatically gathers annotation and device/net infor-
mation from the schematic netlist. This information is then processed to generate text,
marker layers, or other geometry identification on the layout to mark the annotated de-
vices/nets. The annotation type is combined with the text and marker layer numbers to
generate specific rules based on the assigned annotations. These rules are then tested using
Calibre physical verification tools to determine if the intent was correctly interpreted and
properly implemented on the physical layout design. Finally, the results are reported. An
additional option uses defined analog structures (such as differential pairs) with Calibre
PERC for topological matching. The flow is based on Calibre verification tools [121], [120]
and TCL scripts to link these tools together. The main features of this engine are:
• Schematic-aware physical layout flow.
• Full automation, from schematic parsing through physical layout checking.
• Automated generation of complex DRC/LFD rules.
• Can be used in various applications (for example: analog layout physical verification,
electrical-aware hotspot detection).
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The engine flow can be divided into the following steps [122], as shown in Figure 5.6:
1. Parsing the schematic annotations. The flow assumes that the front-end designer
places annotations on the schematic netlist in a certain format to inform the physical
layout engineers that certain devices and nets have certain electrical constraints or
should have special layout treatments (e.g., device symmetry and orientation, device
width segment matching, net balancing, devices placed in cross-quad arrangement,
or devices not isolated by guard rings). This step parses the annotations placed in
the schematic netlist and identifies which device or net is involved in which device or
net check. .
2. Linking the schematic database to the layout database. The second step
links the parsed device/net to its corresponding mate in the layout. The main link
between the schematic netlist and the layout is the Layout vs. Schematic (LVS) rule
deck. Running LVS on a design generates the cross-referencing database that links
the device/net on the schematic to its corresponding mate on the layout and provides
the layout coordinates. To ensure the generated cross-referencing files correctly map
the equivalent devices, the design must be LVS-clean.
3. Marking the annotated devices and nets on the layout database. For device
checks, the coordinates obtained from the cross-referencing files place a marking text
layer on each appropriate device. However, because a complete net may be composed
from many layers, one pair of coordinates is not enough to mark the net for net checks,
so all net coordinates are extracted from the LVS database. A script is then used
to organize the data from the first two steps and generate the required text and
marker layers. If there are general checks that must be applied on predefined analog
topological structures, the first two steps are bypassed, and a library of these sets of
structures is built to mark these devices on the layout.
4. Generating rules based on the annotation readout. When the device/net an-
notation calls for a certain procedure corresponding to a certain type of DRC check,
the associated text and marker layers are passed to this procedure to automatically
generate the required customized rule. The number of generated rules and the asso-
ciated devices and nets are identified by the annotations.
5. Running the generated rule files and viewing the results. The generated rule
files are executed using the Calibre tool suite [120] [121]. Violations are highlighted
on the layout.
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6. Flow Integration. The previous five steps are integrated into a single user interface,
which enables the designer to have a push button solution.
The pseudo code description of the engine is shown in Figure 5.7.
5.4 Experiments and Results
In our experiment, we used a 45nm industrial Finite Impulse Response filter (FIR) full
chip (75um x 65um) to detect electrical hotspots. The total number of transistors in the
FIR full chip is nearly 23,000 transistors.
5.4.1 Accuracy of the proposed solution
Detecting electrical hotspots using our proposed methodology starts with running the
device parameters matching engine. With this first step, all transistors based on their
lithography and stress-related devices parameters are matched, such as width, length,
and SA and SB parameters (average distance between the gate edge to diffusion edges
measured from left and right sides). The device parameters matching engine categorized
the transistors into 2153 groups. All transistors inside each group were proved to have
similar electrical behavior. For example, the maximum mismatch error in DC current
among all transistors in any one group is within the range of 0.001%-0.9%.
Tables 5.1 and 5.2 show examples of two groups as the output from the device pa-
rameter matching engine containing a list of the matched devices and the value of their
DC current. It was confirmed visually that the SPICE stress parameters for all the de-
vices in one group were matched. For example, devices M1, M3, M6, and M7 had ex-
actly the same SPICE stress parameters (SA=1.1e-07, SB=2.08356e-07, SCA=28.0577,
SCB=0.0260972, and SCC=0.003727), while nearby transistors, such as M2, had different
SPICE stress parameters (SA=1.1e-07, SB=1.93467e-07, SCA=30.7143, SCB=0.0272008,
and SCC=0.00423936).
The flow then picks one transistor from each group as a reference, to calculate the vari-
ation of the electrical specifications due to real physical design context for each transistor
in that group. When the schematic netlist is first simulated (i.e., no physical design-aware
information) these stress parameters are not loaded; in this case, the SPICE model card
loads the default stress parameters. In this experiment, the DC current variation between
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Figure 5.7: Pseudo Code for the Intent Driven Design Engine
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Table 5.1: Grouping the devices as an output from the Device Parameter Matching Engine-
Group 1: contains 4 matched transistors
Device Name X Y DC Current Error %
M1 (ref) 1160 6310 129.1432 0%
M3 1160 11350 129.1483 0.00395%
M6 1160 18910 129.143 0.0041%
M7 1160 21430 129.1496 0.0051%
Table 5.2: Grouping the devices as an output from the Device Parameter Matching Engine-
Group 2: contains 8 matched transistors
Device Name X Y DC Current Error %
M13723 (ref) 10400 52815 81.8841 0%
M14199 12780 57390 81.8005 -0.1021%
M14311 13340 32190 81.505 -0.3612%
M14344 13480 52815 81.5493 0.0543%
M15024 17400 57390 81.5193 -0.03678%
M16104 22860 57855 81.4788 -0.0496%
M16131 23000 30135 81.759 0.34389%
M16182 23280 54870 81.8042 0.05528%
Table 5.3: Top five device groups experiencing variation in the DC current values
Group Index Number of DC Current DC Current Error %
devices simulated from simulated from
design aware default
device parameters device parameters
netlist netlist
2049 7 247.406 212.5301 16.4%
2153 6 27.2417 32.2432 15.52%
1307 5 95.3815 110.862 13.96%
12 2 121.1794 140.7287 13.8%
1310 7 95.86 110.6609 13.3%
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devices with design-aware stress parameters is compared against the default stress parame-
ters (no real design awareness). The groups were then reorganized based on their electrical
variations. From this experiment, the variation in the DC current values due to process ef-
fect can reach up to 17%. Table 5.3 lists the top five groups that are experiencing electrical
variations due to stress effect. These devices are considered electrical hotspots.
From the synthesis or schematic level, the critical paths are identified. Then the intent
driven design engine highlighted these groups of transistors on the layout. High priority
was given to devices located on the FIR’s critical paths (Figure 5.8). LFD and stress
simulations can now be checked locally on the highlighted hotspots.
Figure 5.8: FIR layout highlighting the potential electrical hotspots on the critical paths
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5.4.2 Runtime Analysis
Current state-of-the-art solutions use geometrically-based hotspot detection that depends
on identifying problematic structures either by running lithography and stress simulations
on full chip, or by using fast techniques such as pattern matching or machine learning.
However, because our solution uses electrically-aware hotspot detection, it provides a major
advantage over these solutions. To illustrate this advantage, we compared the runtime
required by existing hotspot detections solutions to identify problematic structures against
the runtime in our proposed solution for grouping the devices. Running the device matching
engine on the FIR (75um x 65um) using one CPU took few seconds to complete. Runtime
of existing solutions were studied and summarized in [123] for 1mm2 chip. Comparing
solutions, as shown in Table 5.4, we can conclude that our grouping solution is extremely
fast compared to existing geometrical-based solutions.
To enable the conventional flows to be electrically-aware, existing solutions must first
extract the electrical netlist and parasitic information from the layout. An electrical sim-
ulation is then performed, followed by a calculation of the variation of the electrical speci-
fications for each transistor due to real physical design context. The electrical DC current
simulations of the FIR full chip alone required about one hour. However, using our group-
ing methodology, we were able to run electrical simulations on the complete set of devices
in the FIR full chip in nearly two minutes. As mentioned, running the device matching
engine on the FIR took few seconds to complete. This means that the complete flow took
nearly 3 minutes to group, simulate, identify, and locate the electrical hotspots on the
FIR full chip layout. Our proposed solution is an encouraging tool that provides a quick
start to locating physical and electrical hotspots on full chip designs. Additional analytical
simulations can be performed afterwards.
Table 5.4: Result comparison between previous hotspot detection methods and our method
[124] [125] [113] [123] [123] Our smart device
A B matching method
Avg real-time
run-time per mm2 1 100 8.5 2.8 0.52 0.4 0.17
runtime slow medium medium fast fast very fast




In this chapter, a novel methodology is introduced that smartly categorizes all devices in
the full chip by similar electrical and layout context behaviors. Afterwards, electrical and
process variations analysis is performed on one device in each group, and prioritizes the
hotspot groups based on designer’s electrical and process constraints. The main contribu-
tions of the proposed CAD solution are listed as follows:
• Developed an electrical-aware and design-driven DFM solution that detects hotspot
areas in a full chip design.
• The proposed CAD solution is using a novel device parameter matching engine
• This CAD is an ultra-fast electrical hotspot detector that avoids the time-consuming
full chip simulations previously used for hotspot detection.
• This flow plugs directly into the designer’s existing flows and avoids going through
extensive post layout runtime simulations.
To validate this work, the proposed solution quickly identified electrical hotspot devices
on a 45nm industrial FIR circuit in less than three minutes compared to days and weeks
using the conventional silicon simulation methods.
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Chapter 6
A Parametric DFM CAD Solution
for Analog Circuits: Electrical
Driven Hot Spot Detection, Analysis
and Correction Flow
6.1 Introduction
Many designers have started to recognize that this push into advanced nodes has exposed
a hitherto insignificant set of yield problems. Companies are searching diligently for real-
life solutions that address the negative effects of process variation in manufacturing as it
applies to total manufacturing costs. At 130nm and above, physical problems that cause
catastrophic failures, such as bridging faults, were always the primary focus of verification
efforts. At those nodes, parametric failures were negligible compared to physical failures.
However, at 90nm, parametric failures become significant, and at 65nm, parametric failures
become the single most critical yield-limiting factor [114] [115] especially for analog circuits.
Parametric yield issues arise when process variation has not been sufficiently character-
ized, such that a circuit may have achieved design closure through standard methodologies,
but the silicon performance does not match the simulation results. Both physical and para-
metric yield failures have similar negative business implications, in that new circuit designs
will fail to meet performance expectations [17].
In this chapter, we present a complete electrical-aware design for manufacturing solution
that detects, analyzes, and fixes electrical hotspots (e-hotspots) caused by different process
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variations within the analog circuit design. Novel algorithms are proposed to implement
the engines that are used to develop this solution. Our proposed flow is examined on
a 65nm OPAMP and 45nm industrial voltage control oscillator (VCO). In addition the
proposed e-hotspot detection engine is verified against silicon wafer data for a level shifter
circuit designed at 130nm. The e-hotspot devices with high variation in DC current are
identified, and after fixing these e-hotspots, the DC current variation in these devices is
reduced, while saving the original circuit specifications.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: Challenges in the current analog design
causing parametric yield issues are discussed in section 6.2. Section 6.3 depicts the proposed
flow, and the algorithms entailed in implementing the engines used in the flow. To verify
its usefulness, the proposed methodology is examined on level shifter, VCO and OPAMP
circuits, and the results are highlighted in Section 6.4. Finally, our concluding remarks are
given in Section 6.5.
6.2 Background
Challenges in the current analog design flows: A typical analog design flow is divided
into two phases; Front End Phase (FEP) and Back End Phase (BEP). In the FEP, designers
deal with the schematics entry to build the circuit. Circuit designers will place transistors
with certain width and length in the schematics. Spice transistor simulation tools are used
in this phase to verify circuit performance. Extensive simulations runs are needed to check
the design for process variations. Then schematics designer passes this design to layout
designers in the BEP with some layout constrains to be considered. Constrains are such as;
which transistors need to be matched; where are the differential pairs and other constrains
as well. These schematics will be translated in the layout stage or BEP into actual physical
layout devices. Then using physical verification tools, layout designers can verify that the
physical design is following the design technology rules for fabrication. Also these physical
verification tools are used to verify that the layout is matching the schematics. A parasitic
extraction is back annotated again to the netlist in the FEP to run post layout simulations.
So, current design methodology is a kind of trial and error cycles. These cycles are
highly computational expensive; especially in the analog and mixed signal flow with dif-
ferent design corners to be covered.
Analog design sensitivity to systematic variations: Lithography variation im-
pact the devices dimensions (L,W,AD,AS). In addition, Shallow Trench Isolation (STI) in
the CMOS process induces mechanical stresses on the transistor channel. These mechan-
ical stresses alter the transistor channel mobility (µ) and voltage threshold (Vth) causing
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deviations in the electrical performance of the transistors and subsequently in the circuit
target specifications. Similarly the well proximity effects can cause changes in the doping
profile of the transistors causing changes in the µ and Vth as well. These physical layout
effects have high impact on sensitive analog designs such as current mirrors, differential
pairs, amplifiers and others; causing circuit mismatches, DC current offsets and deviations
from their original target specifications in the schematics [126].
Physical layout impact on analog design specifications: Moreover, at 90nm and
above, neighboring devices in the layout are not of much effect. But at more advanced
nodes as in 65nm, 45nm and beyond, geometrical and electrical parameters of the transistor
are affected by the neighboring devices in the layout; which is totally unpredictable in the
schematics phase or the FEP [127]. Another point to be considered is the common practice
in analog designs to convert single schematic transistors into multi-finger devices in the
layout. In this case each finger of the transistor will be affected with the layout proximity
effects in a different way from the other fingers; this is depending on its location, although
all fingers belong to the same single transistor in the schematics [15] (Figure 6.1).
Figure 6.1: Layout proximity effects on multi-finger devices can not be predicted in
schematics phase [15]
Electrical and physical constraints are getting more complex: Layout con-
strains are used as guidelines for the layout designer to lay correctly the transistors and to
meet the design specifications. For example; schematics designer needs to define differential
pair transistors. These two differential transistors to be laid in a matched way in the layout
and to avoid any sources of mismatch between them; example: M1 and M3 transistors are
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differential transistors to be matched in gate length within 5% tolerance. With the advances
in the IC process technologies and the migration of analog designs from 130nm/90nm to
65nm/45nm and beyond, the proximity constrains have to be considered. For example;
Idsat in M3 not to exceed 5% due to layout proximity effects, this constrain can show up
in the design cycle of a DC current bias cell (a common block in analog designs). In the
traditional design flow, such new constrains are difficult to be handled either on the FEP
side or on the BEP side.
There are some ways currently used in the design flow to account for layout effects
but with drawbacks. For example, on the FEP side, CAD engineers can provide the IC
schematics designers with Process Design Kit (PDK). This PDK gives estimates for the
layout proximity effects in schematics. However this way is not accurate as proximity
effects cant be accurately predicted unless the layout is fully finished. On the other side,
layout designers do not use spice transistor simulations tools to perform simulations to
predict electrical changes in performance due to the layout drawn. Also, it is not feasible
to add a time consuming electrical simulator to the layout drawing phase as this is not
a common practice and is fully disrupting the normal design flow. Thats why a different
methodology is needed to handle such issues in the design cycle and this is proposed in the
following CAD solution.
6.3 Proposed Flow Overview: Electrical Hot Spot De-
tection, Analysis and Correction Flow
The proposed CAD flow incorporates some key features that enable the proposed para-
metric DFM solution and differentiate it from the existing solutions. These features are
highlighted as follows:
• Electrical-aware DFM solution
Today, many of the approaches that are commonly referred to as physical DFM
techniques only address catastrophic defects and systematic process variations. These
techniques include spreading wires, doubling vias, identification of critical areas in
the circuit that are especially susceptible to defects, and identification of proximity
effects caused by the lithography process. However, physical DFM tools are purely
”geometric”, in that they work to preserve shape fidelity without any knowledge
of the impact on the electrical characteristics of the shapes that are manufactured
in silicon [112]. While these techniques have proven useful in reducing functional
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failures and increasing overall yield by a few percentage points, they completely
ignore the more important category of parametric failures. The proposed solution
presented in this chapter specifically helps to address the parametric performance
modeling problems encountered at smaller geometries. As this solution drives design
requirements into physical layout design and moves layout awareness upstream into
design, useful information about the design (on the physical and electrical level) is
captured, analyzed, and simulated. Deviations in the electrical characteristics due to
physical layout and process variations, are identified and highlighted on the design.
These deviations are referred as electrical hotspots (e-hotspots).
• Complete Parametric DFM Solution for Analog Designs: Detection, Anal-
ysis and Correction
Several prototype techniques exemplify how parametric DFM solutions can take into
account design-specific information to improve design analyses and enhancements
[112]. Examples include (1) iso-dense awareness of pitch-dependent through-focus
CD variation, to reduce timing guardbands and improve timing robustness [128]; (2)
Selfcompensating design techniques that minimize the inherent sensitivity of critical
paths to various sources of process variation [129]. Other parametric DFM solutions
are focused on analyzing and detecting the electrical variations, although some so-
lutions include DFM-aware place-and-route remedies that propose e-hotspot fixes.
However, all of these solutions mainly address digital designs [130]. In our work,
we propose a variability-aware parametric DFM solution that detects and fixes e-
hotspots for analog circuits.
• Eliminate time-consuming full circuit SPICE simulations
Analyzing circuit behavior after extracting lithography and stress effects from the
layout requires simulating the electrical circuit with the lithography and stress pa-
rameters added to the SPICE model. For analog circuits, the goal is to find transistors
whose behavior are affected by the lithography process and silicon stress such that
their DC current can impact the circuit specifications (such as gain, phase margin,
frequency response). In other words, designers are looking for transistors whose elec-
trical parameters such as current, Vth, and mobility experience variations before and
after lithography and stress effects are applied and violates the designers’ electrical
constraints. This process of re-simulating the electrical circuit adds a new stage
to the process flow, which consequently increases the total budget for the tapeout
flow. To optimize the electrical simulation time and minimize the impact on the
total design budget, the proposed parametric DFM solution can detect the electrical
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Figure 6.2: Proposed Flow Overview: Complete Electrical DFM Solution
behavior either through lookup tables or generates a minimized SPICE netlist that
is used for the re-simulation.
• Automated intent driven design solution
In the proposed flow, a fully automated engine is used to capture electrical variation
constraints. These constraints are propagated from the schematic level into layout
level to ensure actual process variation analysis based on real design context.
Figure 6.2 illustrates the proposed parametric DFM solution used for automated elec-
trical hotspot detection and correction in analog circuit design [131]. The proposed flow is
explained through the following steps:
1. Design Intent Gathering: Capture all user-defined electrical constraints and real
design physical layout context information,
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2. E-hotspot Detection: Detect the impact of process variations on the electrical be-
havior of the devices by identifying the devices with electrical behavior that deviates
from the user-defined constraints,
3. E-hotspot Analysis: Perform sensitivity analysis on e-hotspot device parameters,
and generate hints for fixing these e-hotspots,
4. E-hotspot Correction: Capture the fixing hints and re-design the circuit without
impacting the original design specifications.
The first step in this methodology is gathering the different electrical constraints pre-
defined by the designer and linking each of the constraints to the corresponding device on
the physical layout. To do so, a fully automated engine is implemented. This engine not
only captures the designer’s intent in regard to electrical constraints, but also captures
any other design intent information, such as layout crafting recommendations that will
better manage the different electrical variation issues (for example: device symmetry and
orientation, device width segment matching, net balancing, devices to be isolated by guard
rings). This design intent information is propagated from the schematic level into the
layout. This engine will be described further in section 6.3.1.
The second step performs lithography and stress analysis to update the SPICE device
netlist with all the adjusted device parameters that were impacted by the process variations.
Thirdly, certain devices in the updated device netlist are simulated to determine if there
are any violations in the pre-defined electrical variations. If there are violations, this device
is marked as an e-hotspot. This step is then followed by analyzing the e-hotspot device
parameters to identify which parameters have been impacted the most by the lithography
or stress variations. Fixing hints (in the form of geometrical modifications) are generated to
guide the correction engine to the proper geometrical adjustments needed on the physical
layout.
Finally, a correction engine applies adjustments to the e-hotspot devices. This correc-
tion engine interface with an in-house design reuse tool, ChameleonARTTM [132], which
is used to re-design the layout with minimum geometrical changes without impacting the
original design specification and while preserving the design rule checks (DRC).
In the following subsections, the intent-driven design engine, e-hotspot detection engine,
sensitivity analysis algorithm, and correction engines are discussed in more depth.
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6.3.1 Intent Driven Design Engine
The proposed intent-driven design engine (Figure 6.3), assumes that the front-end designer
places design constraints in the form of annotations on the schematic netlist that are
extracted from the electrical analysis stage. These annotations inform the physical layout
engineers that the electrical behavior of certain devices and nets should be preserved after
the physical layout implementation. Afterwards, this information is processed to generate
text and marker layers on the layout to mark the annotated devices/nets. The type of
annotation, together with the text and marker layer numbers, is used afterwards by the
e-hotspot detection engine to generate a minimized SPICE netlist. The flow goes through
the following steps:
1. Parsing the schematic annotations,
2. Linking the schematic database to the layout database,
3. Identifying the annotated devices and nets on the layout database.
The first step parses the annotations placed in the schematic netlist (such as electrical
variation constraints or layout recommendations). This step also correlates each device/net
with its corresponding design constraint check; this information may be reported in a
separate output file containing each device or net and its associated annotation.
The second step links the parsed device or net to its corresponding mate in the layout.
The main link between the schematic netlist and the layout is the Layout versus Schematic
(LVS) rule file, as running LVS on a design generates the cross-referencing files that identify
which device or net on the schematic corresponds to which device or net on the layout. It
also assigns, and reports a corresponding coordinate for that device or net on the layout.
For this part of the step to run correctly, the design must be LVS-clean, to ensure the
generated cross-referencing files correctly map to the equivalent devices.
The third step uses the coordinates obtained from the cross-referencing files and places
a text layer on each appropriate device. In this step, a software script is used to organize
and apply the data obtained from the first two steps to generate the required text and
marker layers. Because a net may be composed of many layers, one pair of coordinates
is not enough to mark a complete net. For the net checks, the net coordinates from the
LVS database are extracted to mark the net. When the device/net annotation calls for
an electrical simulation, the associated text and marker layers are passed, along with a
procedure that generates the required SPICE testcase.
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Figure 6.3: Intent Driven Design Engine
6.3.2 E-hotspot Detection Engine
The e-hotspot detection engine extracts the layout-dependent systematic manufacturing
variations and study their impact on the parametric behavior of devices. The e-hotspot
algorithm is described as follows:
1. Extract real design context-aware stress parameters; The Calibre LVS tool is
used to extract the layout netlist that contains the physical design context informa-
tion. The design-aware stress parameters (such as the SA and SB parameters) are
extracted and used in place of the default stress parameters obtained from schemat-
ics. In other words, the transistor stress parameters are re-evaluated by taking into
account the real design context. These proximity parameters are extracted and then
updated in a new SPICE netlist.
2. Extract the actual litho aware device dimensions; Regarding lithography ef-
fects, a silicon simulation-based methods [133] [84] can be used to incorporate lithog-
raphy variations to simulate the lithography contours and extract the equivalent L
and W values from them. These equivalent L and W values are then updated in each
device netlist. As an alternative approach, some foundries provide the option in their
design kit to extract the equivalent L and W values directly from a pre-calculated
look up table. For this solution, we used an industrial design kit containing look up
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tables for the equivalent L and W values according to their context. Hence, the litho
contour extraction flow through simulation is avoided.
3. Calculate electrical variations;
Figure 6.4: Ids vs. Distance from STI boundary Typical 0.13um process [16]
Lithography, STI and well proximity effects cause a shift in transistor dimensions,
mobility and threshold voltage, which cause a shift in the Idsat [126]. All these shifts
can be detected using DC analysis for each device. Figure 6.4 is a plot showing an
example of how Idsat varies as a function of distance from the STI boundary when
biased at low current where Vgs is within 200 mV of threshold. This has important
ramifications in staple circuits of analog design like current mirrors and differential
amplifiers. Figure 6.4 illustrates that Idsat mismatches as large as 30% can be possible
so in extreme cases. An example of a DC parametric failure for an amplifier circuit
caused by stress effects, is illustrated in [16], proposing a solution to catch parametric
failures by monitoring the DC bias currents in a post-layout extracted simulation.
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Three different approaches are adopted in the proposed flow to calculate the shift in
the Idsat:
• Use built in functions exactly similar to the transistor model equations to cal-
culate the variations in Vth, mobility, device dimensions and then pass these
variations to look up table that consists of a list of a pre-simulated values of
Idsat as function of Vth, mobility, device dimensions. This flow avoids introduc-
ing more simulations, however in this case there is accuracy tradeoff depending
on the lookup table database [15].
• Generate a minimized SPICE netlist updated with process-aware parameters for
each of the annotated devices in the schematic design. In order to get accurate
values, and once the process-aware netlist is generated for each device with
electrical constraints in the design, a SPICE simulation is performed.
• For small sized analog circuits, there is an option to simulate the complete
circuit. Afterwards variations in percentage for absolute and matched devices
are calculated.
4. Highlight violations; Compare the original electrical behavior versus the results
from the extracted device parameter. Whenever a device violates the user-defined
electrical constraints, that device is highlighted as e-hotspot devices. Below is a sam-
ple of the output from the e-hotspot Detection Engine: List of the current variations
in each device in the design followed by list of devices that violated the designer
constraints.
##################################################################
############## Device Reports #################
##################################################################
Id variation in device M12: -7.90739272034%
Id variation in device M50: -5.56061578377%
Id variation in device M36: 3.60789458673%
Id variation in device M40: 2.35862956526%
##################################################################
############## Device Violations #################
##################################################################
Violation: M12 absolute Id variation = 7.90739272034 > 5%
Violation: M50 absolute Id variation = 5.56061578377 > 5%
##################################################################
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This flow enables the layout engineers to identify areas in the layout considered to be
e-hotspots and also checks that the designer’s intent has been correctly passed and properly
implemented on the physical layout design.
6.3.3 Sensitivity Analysis Algorithm
The goal of this step is to identify the exact source of the layout effects on integrated circuit
performance.












where xi, denotes average of Vth, Cox, L and any other parameters in interest, while
δxi denotes deviation for each parameters. The average and standard deviation of the
independent SPICE parameters can be extracted from the layout aware SPICE netlist.
The percentage of each component of Idsat standard deviation is calculated. Based on this
result, it can concluded if the Idsat of specific device varies due to lithography effects (L,W)
or stress effects (Vth, mobility) or even CMP effects (Tox).
As stress effects are one of the main causes of electrical variations in analog and mixed
signal designs [15], we will further apply equation 6.1 on stress related parameters. Studies
show that the width of the well proximity effects and shallow trench isolation (STI) effects
induce mechanical stresses on the transistor channel, causing electrical and timing changes
in the circuit performance [80] [5]. Hence, the electrical SPICE simulation of a schematic
level netlist can perform differently when in a real design environment. Shallow Trench
Isolation (STI) in the CMOS process induces mechanical stresses on the transistor channel.
These mechanical stresses alter the transistor channel mobility µ and voltage threshold Vth
causing deviations in the electrical performance of the transistors and subsequently in
the circuit target specifications. Similarly the well proximity effects can cause changes
in the doping profile of the transistors causing changes in the µ and Vth as well. These
physical layout effects have high impact on sensitive analog designs such as current mirrors,
differential pairs, amplifiers and others; causing circuit mismatches [135], DC current offsets
and deviations from their original target specifications in the schematics.
Stress modeling equations are available in Berkley BSIM4 manuals [9]. The following
is the Vth equation changes due to stress effects [15]:
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V TH0 = V TH0original +
KTH0
Kstress vth0




∗ (Inv sa+ Inv sb− Inv saref − Inv sbref ) (6.3)
Assuming that mobility relative change is propotional to stress distribution. It can be




∗ (Inv sa+ Inv sb) (6.4)
Studying these equations closely; they are totally dependent on two different kinds of
parameters:
1. Layout geometrical parameters; such as Inv sa and Inv sb. Where
Inv sa =
1




SB + 0.5 ∗ Ldrawn
(6.6)
2. Process model technology parameters; such asKTH0, KU0, Kstress u0 andKstress vth0.
The layout geometrical parameters will be extracted using the physical verification tool
and the process technology parameters are available as constants in the spice model cards
of the target IC technology.
As the saturation current is one of the main components in analog designs and it is
highly dependent on µ, Vth and also saturation velocity. The following equations repre-
































∗ (Vgs − Vth) (6.10)
and δVth is defined in equation 6.2 and δµo is defined in equation 6.4.
Schematic designers already have the operating point for all nodes of their circuit
including transistor gate-source voltage (Vgs) and transistor drain-source voltage (Vds).
Schematic designers can pass transistor voltages and any other required electrical constrains
similar to the layout constrains through the intent driven design engine. Applying these
parameters to the target electrical equations will give the layout designer approximate
values for electrical changes due to layout proximity effects. This is applied with no need
to have a simulator on the layout side.
Using the suggested flow, and knowing the main contributor in Idsat variation, a layout
hint information to minimize the process effects, is provided. Speaking of stress parame-
ters, the diffusion edges are increased in steps (Figure 6.5). Each time the diffusion edge
is changed, multiple parameters in the transistor are impacted, such as Area Drain Ca-
pacitance (AD), Area Source Capacitance (AS), PD, PS, NRD, and NRS, as well as the
stress and Nwell Proximity parameters (SA, SB, SCA, SCB and SCC). For each of these
changes, the transistor model parameters in the SPICE netlist are updated, and simulation
runs are performed to obtain the electrical variation change. In addition DRC is applied
to make sure that the suggested movements do not violate any DRC rules. The diffusion
edge values that correspond to the minimum change are identified as the fixing hint for
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###################################################################
6.3.4 E-Hotspot Correction Engine
Analog design automation is a very important topic, especially with the rapid evolution
of new technologies. Design automation helps resolve a lot of the design cycle issues
that not only consume a lot of time and effort, but also get more complicated as the
technology advances. Design reuse is a significant aspect of the analog design automation.
ChameleonART [132], a non-optimization based design automation tool, exploits on design
reuse to fulfill multiple functions, including:
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• Netlist migration between a source and a target technology,
• Layout migration and compaction to a target technology,
• Processing tasks on the output layout to preserve a clean DRC profile.
The ChameleonART layout compaction engine moves all edges relative to each other,
while respecting the target DRC constraints. This kind of compaction is useful for migra-
tion between different technologies, preserving the original layout intelligence inherent in
the design, such as the topology, the symmetry and other design aspects. However, the
design may incur a change in the layout shape and presence of void spaces due to the com-
paction. When used as a correction utility within the e-hotspot fixing flow, ChameleonART
is limited to moving the faulty edges or implementing the user-defined fix hints, then ad-
justing other dependent edges. This fixing technique ensures minimum movement of most
of the edges and polygons, while preserving DRC constraints and the original layout intelli-
gence. The electrical variation flow provides ChameleonART with the layout changes that
compensate for the effect of stress and lithography. These changes are defined in terms of
minor device dimensions or stress dimension changes such as SA or SB in a multi-finger
device. The ChameleonART tool implements these changes and adjusts any dependent
edges, to preserve both a clean DRC profile and the design intelligence, while minimiz-
ing changes in all other edges and polygons. ChameleonART is characterized by its fast
runtime and clean physical verification results.
The main layout correction algorithm (Figure 6.6) is described as follows:
1. The correction flow starts with the layout pre-processing stage. This pre-processing
step helps identify a correct relative coverage of layers, lower number of edges, and
other techniques that ensure the correct and optimum number of constraints.
2. Next, the tool generates the different types of constraints that guide the fixing pro-
cess, such as target DRC constraints, device constraints, symmetry, and routing
constraints. In addition, there are many directives that must be set initially for
proper fixing, such as flat/hierarchical migration, use of basic/recommended DRC
rules as the target DRC constraints, type of passive devices handling, and type of
handle routing with different algorithms and user defined constraints.
3. Finally, correcting the e-hotspot by localized layout compaction, decreasing the num-
ber of edges, constraints, or layers. The post-processing stage generates a suitable
version for the DRC/LVS verification phase.
The pseudo code of the layout correction algorithm is described in Figure 6.7
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Figure 6.6: E-hotspot Correction Engine
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Figure 6.7: Pseudo Code for the E-hotspot Correction Engine
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6.4 Experiments and Results
6.4.1 Silicon Wafer Full Speed Transmitter chip designed at 130nm
Technology
Problem Description
An IP design house experienced a parametric yield failure in its Full Speed Transmitter,
shown in Figure 6.8. Lab test results show that some of the chip running in full speed
mode has a signal quality issue. The differential data outputs (DM and DP) are distorted
under the 5 meters cable and sometimes on shorter cables (Figure 6.9). Investigations,
simulations and lab experiments have been heavily conducted to discover the cause behind
the distorted output signals in lab measurements.
Figure 6.8: FullSpeed Transmitter testbench including supply/ground/DP/DM bonding
and cable model. Cable end loaded with 50pF as for Full Speed specs.
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Figure 6.9: Lab Measurement: Full Speed Signals after 5m cable. DP(Yellow) DM (Blue)
at end of cable. Also DP(Violet) before cable. DM is totally distorted by end of cable.
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Figure 6.10: Simulation results without stress effects: a- Levelshifter DATAP/DATAM
outputs b- Far end DP/DM
Investigations and conclusions from lab testing and simulations
The signal distortion issue appeared in the full speed transmitter signal outputs (DP and
DM) was initiated at the level shifter output signals (DATAP and DATAM). The level
shifter is located between digital core and the full speed transmitter. Each of the digital
core and the full speed transmitter has different ground pins. In case of the presence of a
very small delay between the DP and DM signals output from the digital core will cause
disturbance to ground level, and the level shifter will amplify this delay and in the form of
a duty cycle distortion that explains the lab measurements.
It is worth mentioning that the original circuit simulation results for the level shifter
under different PVT (Process, Variation, Temperature) never show distortion when delay
in the differential signal output from the digital core (Figure 6.10).
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Figure 6.11: Simulation results with stress effects: a- Levelshifter DATAP/DATAM outputs
b- Far end DP/DM
Running the proposed Electrical Hot Spot Detection on the level shifter
The simple description of a level shifter circuit functionality is raising the output voltage
swing from a low voltage value (in this example VDDlow=1.2v) to a higher voltage value
(in this example VDDhigh=3.3v). The basic circuit of a level shifter could be two inverters
connected together however each inverter has different power and ground voltages, one use
low VDD and the other use high VDD.
The level shifter circuit is tested using the proposed electrical hotspot detector. As a
first step, the layout design context is extracted and the netlist with the actual lithogra-
phy and stress parameters is accordingly updated. Electrical hot spot detection engine is
applied to the different level shifter netlists (original netlist without the layout effects and
the updated netlist with layout effects). From the lab experiments it seems that the level
shifter has rise/fall time issues. Therefore two operating points are used to study the level
shifter performance, one during the rise time and the other during the fall time.
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The proposed flow is able to detect devices inside the level shifter that have parametric
performance issues, as follows:
Case1: Rise Time
##################################################################
############## Device Reports #################
##################################################################
Id variation in device Mout_p: 75.183745307 %
##################################################################
############## Device Violations #################
##################################################################




############## Device Reports #################
##################################################################
Id variation in device Mout_n: 0.63810392%
##################################################################
############## Device Violations #################
##################################################################
##################################################################
The highlighted e-hotspot device Mout p is the output stage device for the level shifter.
The stress effects on this device impact the device’s mobility, Vth and hence affect Idsat
and hence the rise time to load the following stage causing signal distortion, matching
simulation results and lab measurements.
Full circuit simulations are repeated after extracting the actual layout stress effects, the
simulations results (Figure 6.11) illustrated signal distortion from the level shifter output,
concluding that the updated level shifter netlist (with layout stress effects) gave similar
performance as the lab measurements due to the stress effects, which were not accounted
during the design verification stage. This experiment illustrates the huge benefit of having
this flow in the design verification stage, as an early stage detector for electrical hotspots
and avoids wafer parametric yield failures. The physical layout was not shared by the IP
design house, therefore the correction stage was not applied in this test case.
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6.4.2 Voltage Control Oscillator designed at 45nm Technology
In another experiment, an industrial Voltage Control Oscillator (VCO) circuit, is used to
detect and fix electrical hotspots. Figure 6.12 shows the VCO schematic design. The circuit
designer simulated the impact of the process variation within the VCO transistors on the
circuit specifications, mainly the VCO frequency response and its output voltage swing.
A pre-defined values of DC current variations are defined on VCO devices as designer’s
constraint, to ensure that the VCO circuit meets the required specifications. The intent-
driven design engine captures this information and all other electrical constraints, and links
them to the schematic/layout database.
Figure 6.12: VCO schematic design
After extracting layout design context and updating the netlist with the actual lithog-
raphy and stress parameters [136], the simulation results showed that one of the critical
transistors that connects the biasing circuit with the ring oscillator circuit experienced a
5.5% change in the DC current due to process variations. The sensitivity analysis engine
determined that the stress effect was the major contributor. Incremental changes in dif-
fusion edges were applied on this e-hotspot device. The sensitivity analysis engine then
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Figure 6.13: VCO layout after correction
recommended values for biasing the diffusion edges that ensured the DC current variations
due to process variations would be less than the designer’s pre-defined constraint, without
violating the DRC rules. In this test case, the DC current variations after correction for
the faulty device dropped to 0.9%. The final recommended values for biasing the diffusion
edges were written in the proper syntax format used in the hint file.
This hint file is passed to the e-hotspot correction engine. As described earlier, this
correction engine interfaces with ChameleonART, which in turn generates a modified VCO
circuit, as shown in Figure 6.13. The corrected VCO layout was passed through Design
Rule Check (DRC) and Layout versus Schematic (LVS) to verify a clean DRC and LVS
layout. In addition, the corrected circuit is verified through full circuit SPICE simulation
to ensure that the VCO specifications were met. Figures 6.14 and 6.15 show the VCO
frequency response and output swing simulation results, respectively.
Interesting conclusions can be extracted from Figure 6.14. The physical layout design
context highly impacted the design specifications, as simulation results showed that the
frequency output at zero control voltage was 6.8GHz, while it shifted to 7.3GHz after
layout. The proposed flow was able to decrease the design immunity to stress effects which
consequently relax other PVT (process, voltage and temperature) simulations. This will
allow the designer with more flexible design guard-bands which will improve the yield.
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Figure 6.14: The VCO frequency response chart for different cases: a-No layout context
effects b-Before e-DFM correction c-After e-DFM correction
Figure 6.15: The VCO output swing chart after e-DFM correction
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6.4.3 OPAMP designed at 65nm Technology
Applying the proposed flow on the OPAMP circuit, the layout designer is able to detect
the change in the saturation current (Idsat) within the OPAMP devices. The OPAMP is a
small signal circuit, and from the schematic simulations the operating point for circuit can
be extracted. The e-hotspot detection engine calculates the Idsat values for the OPAMP
devices with and without stress/lithography effects using lookup tables [15]. The e-hotspots
devices which have variations in the saturation current Idsat and violates the electrical
constraints are highlighted on the layout shown in Figure 6.16. The sensitivity analysis
engine indicates that the change in Idsat values are mainly due to stress effects. The fixing
hints recommend to bias up the active regions for the devices experiencing stress effects.
The proper fix is applied to the OPAMP layout design.
To verify the design before fixing stress effects and after fixing stress effects, the full
circuit netlists for these two cases are extracted and electrical simulations are applied to
compare the OPAMP performance. Simulation results are shown in Figure 6.17. This
simulation shows the phase margin of the OPAMP for the different cases, showing curve
after fix close to designer’s target curve.
Figure 6.16: Histogram for worst case changes in saturation current Idsat and pointing out
most affected transistors in the tested layout design. [15]
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Figure 6.17: Simulation results for the Opamp analog circuit showing curve close to actual
curve after fixing stress effects. [15]
6.5 Summary
The main contributions of the proposed CAD solution are listed as follows:
• The proposed CAD solution is a complete electrical DFM analyzer and fixing so-
lution. This solution enables the analog designers to accurately detect, analyze, and
minimize the electrical effects on design performance caused by systematic manufac-
turing variations which improves parametric yield on sub-65 nm designs.
• The proposed CAD solution is one of the first solutions that is dedicated to auto-
matically fix parametric yield issues for analog circuits.
• This flow plugs directly into the designer’s existing flows and avoids going through
extensive post layout runtime simulations.
To validate this work, the solution automatically identified electrical hotspot devices
on an industrial level shifter, VCO and OPAMP circuits. This followed by analyzing the
root cause if these hotspots are lithography or stress related. The CAD solution applied






As VLSI technology scales to 65nm and below, traditional communication between design
and manufacturing becomes more and more inadequate. Gone are the days when designers
simply pass the design tape out file to the foundry and expect very good manufacturing
and parametric yield. This is largely due to the enormous challenges in the manufacturing
stage as the feature size continues to shrink. Thus, the idea of Design for Manufacturing
(DFM) is becoming very popular. Even though there is no universally accepted definition
of DFM, the idea is to convey the manufacturing information into the design stage in a
way that is understood by designers. Consequently, designers can act on the information
to improve both the manufacturing and parametric yield . In this thesis, different CAD
solutions are proposed to provide designers with high performance systematic variation
analysis tools. In addition, these CAD solutions aid the designers with different design
enhancement techniques.
At the process variation analysis level, in Chapter 3, we proposed a design context-
aware and process-aware methodology to perform a quantitative study of the impact of
systematic variations for different circuits’ electrical and geometrical behavior. The ex-
isting simulation-based process variation analysis solutions face several challenges, mainly
the high computational silicon simulation time. To address this issue, a novel solution is
introduced in Chapter 4 to highly reduce the lithography simulation runtime with a mini-
mum impact on accuracy. Another challenge for the existing simulation-based or even the
pattern matching-based process variation analysis solution is the lack of the design and
electrical awareness of the circuit. Therefore a high performance electrical driven hotspot
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detection CAD solution for full chip design was presented in Chapter 5, using a novel device
parameter matching technique. This solution delivered extraordinary fast and accurate re-
sults. Finally a parametric DFM hotspot detection and design driven analysis solution
that is dedicated for analog circuits, was introduced in Chapter 6. This solution was veri-
fied with silicon wafer measurements for a level shifter circuit confirming the existence of
parametric yield issues in the design.
At the design enhancement level, the proposed CAD solutions provide designers with
various design enhancement and correction methods. For digital designers, a DFM-aware
standard cell re-characterization flow was proposed in Chapter 4 to attain a more robust
digital design. This solution was examined on 45nm FIR chip. For analog designers, an
automated correction solution that is based on systematic variation sensitivity analysis
was devised in Chapter 6. Several analog circuits were used for design enhancement and
correction experiments.
Hopefully, the proposals in this thesis is to help designers successfully capture, under-
stand, and fix manufacturing defects to improve both the manufacturing and parametric
yield of a design.
7.2 Summary of Contributions
• Implement four CAD solutions to cover different aspects of the DFM:
– Physical and parametric DFM
– DFM analysis and design enhancement
• These technology independent solutions consider different design types:
– Solutions for digital designs
– Solutions for analog designs
– Experiments on 130nm, 65nm, and 45nm technologies.
• New philosophies were adopted:
– Ultra-fast electrical driven hotspot detection solution based on device parame-
ters instead of their geometrical information.
– Fix Before Design CAD solution: DFM-aware Standard Cell re-characterization
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• Novel CAD engines which were deployed in the industry:
– DFM-aware Smart Device Matching engine (patent pending).
– Intent Driven Design engine (the engine is tested and deployed at On-Semi Corp.
and implemented within industrial CAD tools: Calibre PERC LDL Mentor
Graphics)
• Key features of the proposed CAD solutions:
– Design intent driven solutions, electrical awareness
– RET awareness, design context awareness, lithography and stress awareness
– Fast runtime algorithms and avoid time-consuming simulations
– Provide a complete DFM solution for Analog circuits: Detection-Analysis-Correction
7.3 Future Research Directions
Potential ideas could be added, as future work, to the design intent driven solutions. One
challenge that can be addressed, is defining electrical constraints. Usually the designers
find electrical constraints is somewhat cumbersome, as they must be able to translate the
allowed variations of circuit specifications (for example: gain and bandwidth) to allowed
variations in device parameters. One idea is to develop a tool based on Symbolic Simula-
tion [137]. Symbolic simulation involves evaluating circuit behavior using special symbolic
values to encode a range of circuit operating conditions. In one simulation run, a symbolic
simulator can compute what would require many runs of a traditional simulator. Integrat-




Appendix: Pending Patents from this
Work
1. Working title of the invention: Novel Technique for DFM-aware Device Match-
ing
Short abstract of the invention: For technology nodes of 45nm and below; advanced
device parameters extracted from the layout can have a significant effect on the on
the results of the electrical simulations. Running full chip electrical simulation can be
one way to accurately predict the behavior of the devices taking into account layout
effects. However this approach is time consuming. In proposed method the devices
that have their corresponding parameter values within a given tolerance are grouped
together. The effect of the these parameters on the electrical simulations is the same
for all the devices in the same group, thus grouping layout devices into sets of unique
devices, in respect to these parameters, can greatly reduce the simulation time by
simulating the unique devices only and mapping the electrical variation to the rest
of the design devices.
2. Working title of the invention: Electrical Driven Process Variations Checks
Short abstract of the invention: As IC design became a more complex process, the
designer now not only takes care of the normal design and layout parameters as usual,
but also needs to consider the process variation impact on his design to preserve the
same chip functionality with no failure during fabrication. In the current process;
schematic designers go through extensive simulations to cover all the possible vari-
ations on their design parameters and hence on the design functionality. At the
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same time layout designers perform a time consuming simulations such as lithogra-
phy simulations, chemical mechanical polishing simulations (CMP), critical feature
analysis and then perform lithography/stress verification checks on the complete lay-
out which is also time consuming that impacts the design turn-around-time. Our
novel methodology provides a fully automated CAD flow that captures the designers
process constraints from the schematic netlist; then define a prioritized list of the pro-
cess sensitive devices and nets, that are then automatically linked and highlighted on
the physical layout level; then followed by running verification checks using Calibre
DFM, LFD suite tools avoiding the time consuming full chip simulations .
3. Working title of the invention: A Parametric DFM Solution for Analog Cir-
cuits: Electrical Driven Hot Spot Detection, Analysis and Correction
Flow
Short abstract of the invention: Recently, there has been an increased emphasis on
parametric yield issues, referred to as electrical-DFM (e-DFM). In this invention, we
present the only (up to our knowledge) complete electrical-driven design for manu-
facturing solution that detects, analyzes, and automatically fixes electrical hotspots
(e-hotspots) caused by different process variations within the analog circuit design.
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